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Abstract 
An Expert System Shell (ESS) on Objectbase is a software development 
environment for modeling and managing shell systems. The building module allows 
setting up schema of objects, which represents the knowledge and relationship 
information of a domain. The particular part in Objectbase which represents expert 
knowledge is referred to as the Rulebase. The inference module controls the inference 
mechanism of the system. Each expert system application is encapsulated as an object, 
and can be included in another application. Thus the control flow, apart from the basic 
forward and backward chaining mechanisms, depends on how an application is being 
constructed. In this way, the ESS is capable of building metasystems and multi-domain 
expert systems. 
An implementation of ESS in Objectbase system MOBILE is also presented. 
This is an expert system shell system which enables building and consulting system 
objects in MOBILE via the Rulelnference module. 
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1. Introduction 
Expert system shells are different from both conventional data processing 
systems and systems developed in other branches of AI. They include symbolic 
representation, inference, and heuristic search, in which domain-specific problem-
solving strategies are emphasized. Also expert systems can provide explanations and 
justifications for conclusions reached, and apply self-knowledge to reason about their 
own inference processes. These make their performance more promising, which 
results in the use of expert systems becoming more common and diversify. In spite of 
this, present systems are subject to certain limitations. They generally lack flexibility in 
accepting different domain knowledge, or are simply restricted to certain type of 
domain knowledge. Therefore their applications are limited and are capable of 
handling ad hoc problems only. Moreover, due to the fact that only specific type of 
inference mechanism is adapted by each expert system generated, the power of the 
system is much restricted. 
To solve the problem of inadequacy of knowledge representation of different 
domain knowledge, object-oriented system is a solution since all system naturally falls 
into its design, and can be modeled through the Class-Object relationship. Object-
oriented expert system in addition solves the problem of generating expert system 
which is confined to a particular control mechanism. This is done by defining the 
overall control system as a superclass object, and when doing inference, follows the 
control specified by the application. This overcomes the problem of using a pre-
defined inference mechanism, such as backward chaining, at the very beginning of the 
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system development. The following chapters will present an expert system shell 
designed to tackle the above mentioned limitations of other expert system shells, and 
as well enhanced to cope with the idea of metasystems by making full use of objects 
reusability and their hierarchical structure. 
1.1 Expert System, Expert System Shell, and "MetaSystem" 
An expert system can broadly be partitioned into a knowledge base, an 
inference engine and a working memory, see Figure 1-1 [Giarratano 1994, Liebowitz 
1988，Waterman 1986，Gevarter 1985]. The knowledge base refers to the collection 
of domain knowledge, facts and heuristics associated with the problem. The inference 
engine is the control structure or inference procedure for utilizing the knowledge. The 
working memory, or global data base, is for keeping track of the problem status, the 
input data for the particular problem, and the relevant history of what has thus far been 
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Figure 7-7 Basic Structure of an Expert System 
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An expert system shell can be thought of as an expert system with 
interchangeable knowledge bases and data removed. It is also like a very high level 
language that permits experts to build expert systems using their knowledge [Tzafestas 
et al 1994，Gisolfi & Balzano 1993, Liebowitz 1988]. A general architecture of the 
shell is as Figure 1-2. 
User Interface 
Inference Engine 4 > Knowledge Base 
Module for capturing , ^ Expert Interface 
knowledge 
Figure 1-2 General architecture of the shell 
Before going any further, we should clarify the distinctions between two basic 
dimensions of application, category and domain. Category, also called 'function 
capability,' specifies the kind of task, while domain is the field of expertise. Regarding 
expert system architecture, the category dimension correlates with the inference 
engine, while the domain dimension correlates with the knowledge base. The 
distinction is essential since it draws attention to two complementary ways of 
proceeding from individual expert systems to 'metasystems' of expert systems: 
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(1) keep IE fixed, vary KB - same category in different domains 
(2) keep KB fixed, vary IE - same domain in different categories [Boley 1990] 
The former leads to metasystems called shells, and the latter leads to new metasystems 
that might be called 'pools: A pool is a knowledge base in a particular expert system 
domain (say medicine, engineering, financial) that can support several expert system 
categories (say diagnosis and repair, configuration and planning) implemented by 
several inference engines (say forward reasoning, backward reasoning). An exciting 
possibility arising with shared knowledge bases is to have different expert system shells 
cooperating in the same domain. Such a multiple-category knowledge pool seems to 
better approximate typical expert competence than does a multiple-domain inference 
shell. An example is an expert having the knowledge about medicine (a specific 
domain) can assisted in diagnosis, configuration, and planning (different categories). 
1.2 Adopting OBJECTBASE In EXPERT SYSTEM SHELL(ESS) 
Objectbase [lu 1993] is an integrated object-oriented environment for data and 
information storage management and development. Modeling data, software and the 
relationships among objects is a useful way to represent knowledge. An object model 
in an Objectbase system encapsulates data and software entities within a domain. 
Features in Objectbase include an object management module, a knowledge extraction 
processor, and an integrated object oriented software development environment. 
These are useful for building an expert system shell's knowledge base and handle its 
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domain knowledge relationships. Furthermore, complicated systems' applications can 
be built on top of the Objectbase in a layered fashion. 
In Objectbase, everything is declared as and organized under an object. Classes 
are defined and allow multiple instantiation to form instances. The idea of an expert 
system shell in an Objectbase is to set up sets of objects that can be integrated to form 
expert systems in different domains and criteria. These sets of objects will each be 
responsible for different steps in the inference process, such as the searching and 
matching of rules. This Objectbase Expert System Shell (ESS) hence is an integrated 
platform to build knowledge base, then expert systems, and later to apply or to 
integrate these expert systems to other systems. In this way, different expert systems 
can have aggregation and encapsulation properties, which facilities in building 
metasy stems. For example, knowledge about certain fixed income instrument such as 
government bonds can be put under a schema of objects in the Objectbase, These may 
include the constrains, coupon, and when the bonds will be matured (i.e. when the face 
value will be repaid). Other sets of system objects for performing inference on this 
schema can be added to this system, such as the basic forward chaining and backward 
chaining modules. ESS, under Objectbase, can organize these modules to allow users 
to build expert systems. With such an expert system tool, a user can not only change 
the domain (i.e. change to some other bonds or treasuries instead), but can also apply 
the expertise of another financial consultant (change the inference rules, or change the 
inference control mechanism) without changing the system structure. The ESS can put 
the modules together and then make changing of domain rules and inference control 
transparent to the application system. In addition, the user can also integrate this 
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expert system to another application set up in Objectbase, such as building an 
investment system which includes the fixed income system (which is more 
conservative)，the index arbitrate system (a more perspective play) and other 
consultation system. 
As from the above example, the ESS set up using Objectbase has various 
advantages over other traditional shells using either rule structure or frame structure by 
having object-oriented idea applied to the shell system and those expert systems being 
built by it. To further justify this claim, the ESS is described and compared to other 
knowledge representation and inference modules in chapter 2. Chapter 3 focuses on 
the detailed knowledge representation and inference engine design of such an 
Objectbase shell system. Chapter 4 discusses the implementation details for the ESS. 
Chapters 5 describes an expert system application PDAS based on the system having 
been developed. Chapter 6 contains the results and discussions for further 
development. Finally, Chapter 7 is the conclusions. 
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2. Survey on Existing Systems 
After years of development, many expert systems and expert system shells have 
emerged. In this chapter, existing methodologies for expert system shells, their 
knowledge representation and inference engines, will be described and compared. 
2.1 Review of inference models 
The part of an expert system that manipulates the knowledge housed in the 
knowledge base to generate hypotheses is called an inference engine [Harmon 1991, 
Cradwick 1991, Boley 1990]. Within the inference engine, various search strategies 
could be employed to generate solutions. The inference engine of a shell can support 
reasoning based on a knowledge base of rules or models. 
The approaches used in various expert systems are different implementations of 
two basic ideas for overcoming the combinatorial explosion associated with search in 
real complex problems. These two ideas are: 
1. Find ways to search a space efficiently. 
J • 
2. Find ways to transform a large search space into smaller, manageable chunks 
that can be searched efficiently. 
A lot of established rule-based expert system shells support inference processes 
consisting of the chaining of rules that associates premises with a conclusion. Three 
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ways of searching the knowledge base for deriving hypotheses are forward chaining, 
backward chaining, and the mix of the two. 
Forward chaining, often described as event-driven, or data-driven reasoning, is 
used for problem solving when data or basic ideas are the starting point. Using this 
method the system does not start with any particular defined goals. Forward chaining 
has been used in expert systems for data analysis, diagnosis, and concept formation. In 
DIAS1 [Yoo & Kim 92] the forward inference method is selected to take the advantage 
of the fast matching time of Rete. 
Backward chaining, called goal-driven reasoning, entails having a goal or a 
hypothesis as a starting point, and then "works backwards" along some paths to see if 
the conclusion is true. Expert systems using backward chaining are used for diagnosis 
and planning, such as PCCAD - an object-oriented expert system for assembly of 
printed circuit boards [Padhy & Dwivedi 92] and the REF - an expert system for 
managing Toxicological Studies [Berghel et al 91]. 
Forward and backward chainings can be combined for searching a large area, 
so both a bottom-up and top-down search can be appropriately combined. This 
combined search is applicable to complex problems incorporating uncertainties, such as 
speech understanding. 
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2.1.1 The Classical Period 
Besides the search methods mentioned, other techniques can be built into the 
inference engine to search a large space and for search space transformation [Stefik et 
al 1983，Gevarter 1982, Winston & Brown 1979，Liebowitz 1988]. Some Classical 
methods will be briefly mentioned below: 
1. Generate and Test (Hierarchical) — In this approach the system generates 
possible solutions and a tester prunes the solutions that fail to meet 
appropriate criteria. An example is the DENDRAL (Lindsay, et al. 1980). 
There are two main variants of basic generate-and-test: depth-first search and 
breadth-first search (Jackson 1990). 
2. Dependency-Directed Backtracking -- This method traces errors and 
inconsistencies back to the inferential steps that created them. 
3. Least Commitment ~ Decisions are not made arbitrarily or prematurely, but are 
postponed until there is enough information, such as with NOAH [Geverter 
1982]. 
4. Multilines of Reasoning - Under this approach a limited number of solutions 
in parallel are carried through the problem solving process, until the best of 
the solutions is clarified, such as with SYN [Liebowitz 1988, Geverter 
1982]. 
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5. Breaks into Sub problems - This approach dissects the search space into 
independent sub problems, such as with Rl/XCON [Geverter 1982]. 
6. Multiple Models ~ This approach uses multiple models for simplifying a 
search, such as with SYN [Geverter 1982]. 
7. Constraint Propagation — This method represents interactions between sub 
problems as constraints, and formulates the constraints as goals to be solved, 
as under MOLGEN [Liebowitz 1988, Geverter 1982]. 
8. Hierarchical Resolution -- This technique hierarchically divides the solution 
space into contributing subspaces in which the elements of the higher-level 
spaces are composed of elements from the lower spaces, such as with 
spacecraft and aircraft design. 
9. Dealing with Time - This method uses situations that change when sufficient 
actions have taken place, or when new data indicates a situational shift is 
appropriate, as with VM[Geverter 1982]. 
Inference engines can be designed to handle these search space approaches, but 
they are generally old designs which applications are constricted [Belmonte-Serrano et 
al 1994，Jackson 1990]. 
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2.1.2 The modern period 
It became clear that there were advantages attached to the strategy of 
representing human knowledge explicitly in pattern-directed modules, instead of 
encoding it into an algorithm that could be implemented using more conventional 
programming techniques. The knowledge base is generally separated from the part of 
the program that performs the reasoning - the inference engine. This means that one 
can make at least some changes to either module without necessarily having to alter 
the other. 
Newer exploratory "model-based" reasoning [Flood 1991，Rowe 1991] 
supports deep inferences, which consists of the probing of a model that collects often 
qualitative properties (e.g., causal, temporal, and/or spatial ones) of the domain, or 
meta-rules. Recently, common-sense theories of model-based reasoning in domains 
like mechanical and electrical engineering as well as qualitative representation of time 
and space are the most active research areas. This type of representation methods 
works best for a dedicated expert system, but not so for an expert system shell. 
In rule-based expert system, search methods normally comprise of matching 
keywords of hypothesis and goals with any part of those rules. Forward rules (as with 
production systems like 0PS5 [Sherman 1990]) or backward rules (of Horn-clause 
languages like Prolog) can be used for forward and backward chainings, while deep 
reasoning can be realized easily using frames or objects (as in Smalltalk or CLOS 
[Lawless 1991]). On the one hand, the form of a rule limits the body of the procedure 
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to a simple conditional statement. On the other hand, rules are not allowed to call other 
rules directly, as procedures are, neither can they pass values around [Jackson 1990]. 
Also emerged are the objected-oriented programming language, for example 
LOOPS (Stefik et al. 1983) (Gevarter 1985). It is a very different arrangement from a 
rule-based system. In object-oriented systems, objects must know of each other's 
existence if they are to send messages directly to one another |;Jacksonl990]. 
The combination of shallow and deep reasoning would then call for a 
combination of forward and backward rules with frames or objects, which can fill the 
inadequacy of each of the above mentioned systems. Objectbase supports the 
combination of rules and structured objects and uses forward and backward chainings. 
The advantages of such knowledge representation will be discussed in more detail in 
the next section. 
2,2 Rules in Objectbase vs- other Representations 
The principle schemes that have been used to represent an expert's knowledge 
are production rules, structured objects and various forms of predicate logic. All have 
been implemented as pattern-directed inference systems, consisting of independent 
modules that match against data structures and modify them under a control regime. 
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2.2.1 Rule-based systems 
Rules can describe processes driven by a complex and rapidly changing 
environment. As problems are driven by data, one can examine the state of world at 
each step and react. It is generally agreed that production rules work best when 
knowledge lends itself to being expressed in terms of independent recognize-act pairs. 
They are less suitable for expressing taxonomic relations such as set membership or set 
inclusion. They are also less than ideal for representing aspects of everyday reasoning 
such as the inheritance of properties, default assumptions and exceptions. 
2.2.2 Object-oriented systems 
The generic term structured object refers to any representational scheme whose 
fundamental building blocks are analogous to the nodes and arcs of graph theory or the 
slots and fillers of the record structures. The fundamental organizing principle in such 
schemes is the packaging of both data and procedures into structures related by some 
form of inheritance. The use of object-oriented techniques within expert systems is to 
represent an expert's knowledge [Harmon 1991]. This usage derives from an AI-
based technique called frames [Hayes-Roth et al 1983, Minsky 1975]. 
2.2.3 Other systems 
The scope of the architecture as THEO, PRODIGY, Pen-Ultimate Production 
System (PUPS) and State Operator Apply Results(SOAR) [Anderson 1989，Laird et al 
1987，Minton 1988, Mitchell et al 1989] is limited to particular applications due to the 
knowledge representation, reasoning, and learning schemes used. For example, each 
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one of them is using only a single knowledge representation scheme (only frames or 
only rules, etc.) to represent knowledge. Since neither frames' nor rules' or any other 
knowledge representation scheme is universally good to represent efficiently various 
aspects of all domain knowledge [Reddy et al 1992], their application is limited. 
A number of systems mix rules with networks, as in PROSPECGOR，or with 
frames, as in CENTAUR [Aikins 1983]. Their problem is they lack an integrated 
architecture-unifying knowledge representation, reasoning and control methods. They 
therefore cannot support the full range of flexible activities required of intelligent 
behavior [Reddy et al 1992]. 
2.2.4 Rules embedded in object -- the Objectbase approach 
When using an Objectbase approach, it is different from other object-oriented 
systems in the way that it invokes a thorough object-oriented development 
environment, which includes object-oriented analysis (OOA), object-oriented design 
(OOD), object-oriented modeling (OOM) and object-oriented implementation. 
In an Objectbase, we can define attribute names and methods in classes. Each 
time we instantiate a class, an instance of that class is formed, and will inherit all 
properties of its parent class and any superclass (multiple inheritance). It is therefore 
possible to incorporate rules into an object. 
Expert System Shell in Objectbase (ESS) is designed to embed rules in objects. 
Object-oriented systems can best represent knowledge relationship, such as inheritance 
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and aggregation. A rule object on the other hand can encapsulate the judgment and 
modularity of knowledge. 
Using the ESS in Objectbase one can overcome the inadequacy of the 
architecture mentioned in the previous sections, as knowledge representation in the 
Objectbase can satisfy both schemes: the idea of frames can be modified into objects, 
and rules can also be encoded in objects. Therefore the Objectbase can provide much 
more flexibility for knowledge representation to represent real world knowledge 
efficiently. 
The inference engine of ESS will induce object relationships implicitly. Object 
Query Language (OQL) [Leung, Lee & lu 1992] is the language for defining object 
relations and the schema definition in Objectbase. Therefore with a schema of 
knowledge and domain rules, plus system provided features (the shell structure and 
parser and OQL), one can see any tailor-made expert system can be formed. Thus 
ESS in Objectbase can be used to develop large practical self-contained expert systems 
using this architecture. 
2 . 3 Conclusion 
This chapter discussed existing expert system shells knowledge base 
representation and their features. It also stated what inference models are being 
adopted. The second half of this chapter mainly compared and contrasted existing 
inference models with the proposed expert system shell set up in Objectbase. 
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3. Design of ESS for an Objectbase system 
Setting up an expert system involves knowledge extraction, data modeling, 
knowledge representation, and inference control [Belmonte-Serrango 1994, Jackson 
1990]. This can be a tedious job and each phase requires different handling technique 
and is problem oriented. As a result, we need a general yet comprehensive and 
powerful system for assistance. The development of expert systems is greatly 
facilitated by the use of expert system shells (tools or cores), i.e. expert systems from 
which the knowledge base has been removed [Tzafestas et al 1994，Gisolfi & Balzano 
1993]. An expert system shell consists of an inference engine, an explanation 
component, and a users' interaction component [see Section 1.1]. 
An Expert System Shell set up in Objectbase (ESS) is an inference model 
design. Objectbase [lu 1993, see section 3.1] is an integrated object-oriented 
environment for data and information storage management and development. ESS is a 
shell system for developing expert system with access to different domains of a 
knowledge base and inference control mechanisms on top of an Objectbase. Presently 
there are other shell system around [see Chapter 2]. ESS aims to tackle the deficiency 
of other systems: being not general enough to cope with different domains and 
different categories. 
In Objectbase, everything is declared as and organized under an object. Class 
objects are defined to allow multiple instantiation to form instances. The idea of an 
expert system shell in an Objectbase is to set up sets of objects that can be integrated 
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to form expert systems in different domains and criteria. These sets of objects will 
each be responsible for different steps in the inference mechanism, such as the 
searching and matching of rules. This Objectbase Expert System Shell (ESS) hence is 
an integrated platform to build knowledge base, then expert systems, and later to apply 
or to integrate these expert systems to other systems. In this way, different expert 
systems can have aggregation and encapsulation properties, which facilities in building 
metasy stems. 
ESS can be described as having a design of an Inference Engine and its Rule 
Representation in Objectbase, see Figure 3-1. The inference engine is made up of 
several system objects. Rule knowledge, which exists as other objects under specific 
schema, presents a design for rule encapsulation in Objectbase. The design of these 
rules is aimed for greater flexibility in object representation and encapsulation. 
Inferencing with these rules thus requires special handling of the query, and thus the 
rule grammar itself. How this form of rule representation works under the Objectbase 
environment will be discussed. The rest of this chapter will focus on the data structure 
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Figure 3-1 ESS's system architecture 
3.1 Introducing ESS in Objectbase 
ESS in an Objectbase system entitles users to set up knowledge base and expert 
system applications, with an object-oriented approach. The Objectbase includes an 
efficient object management module, a knowledge acquisition processor, and an 
integrated object oriented software development environment [lu 1993]. Complicated 
user defined applications can be built on top of the Objectbase in a layered fashion with 
the help of these features. Every application will be built on top of a schema of data, in 
which data is arranged under classes and objects. Class methods allow data 
manipulation on the class instances. The Objectbase also provides message passing for 
dynamic interactions among objects (the message net). Thus based on the Objectbase 
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system, we can imagine that given a schema plus its domain knowledge represented in 
some sets of rules, plus some system objects such as the inferencing modules, an expert 
system prototype can be easily formed. Adapting such an object-oriented 
methodology not only have the advantages of data integrity and reusability but there 
are also other reasons supporting ESS on Objectbase. 
3.1.1 The Concept of Object Modeling 
In an object-oriented approach, everything can be modeled as objects. 
Therefore, objects are the only kind of entities in the object model. Data, software of a 
combination of data and software are all encapsulated within individual objects 
maintained and manipulated in the Objectbase. The Objectbase differs from many 
other object-oriented database management system (OODB) [Deux et al 1990, 
Wilkinson et al 1990，Butterworth et al 1991，Stonebraker & Kemnitz 1991] in which 
only the data objects are encapsulated in the OODBs. 
There are two types of objects in the Objectbase, classes and instances. A 
class is a model which describes the common properties (attributes) and behavior 
(methods) of a collection of instances. On the other hand, individual data, software, 
knowledge or a combination of them is encapsulated in instances according to the 
definition of the class. Users define their classes for different applications [lu 1993]. 
A schema defines different classes, attributes and methods within these classes, and 
relations among classes. 
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Everything in the Objectbase can be referred to as an object, and any object can 
help to define an application or a system (such an a group of companies can constitute 
an investment portfolio). The term sub-unit will be used to refer to a set of objects 
which collectively plays a certain role or function in a system or an application. 
3.1.2 Why Objectbase? 
Objectbase is an integrated object-oriented environment for data and 
information storage management and development. The object model in Objectbase 
helps to encapsulate data and software entities within a domain for the ESS. Other 
features such as an object management module, a knowledge extraction processor, and 
an integrated object oriented software development environment are all useful for 
building an expert system shell's knowledge base and handle its domain knowledge 
relationships. 
In an Objectbase, object relations and interactions between them are defined 
implicitly when declaring those objects in a schema, so there is no need for extra 
definition or declaration. In addition, with the power of aggregation and inclusion of 
objects, complicated systems and applications can be built on top of the Objectbase in 
a layered fashion. A user defined application can be the building block of some other 
applications just as system defined objects. In such case, the application itself is being 
treated as an object. This is the beauty of being object-oriented. This property enables 
ESS to make systems possible for multi-category knowledge and multiple-domain 
inference shell, since different object components can be combined to form one 
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integrated system. Refer back to the financial example given in chapter 1. The 
investment system, having basic knowledge of bonds, index trading and other financial 
instruments can be think of having multi-category knowledge, since each instrument 
has its own properties, definitions and rules. On the other hand, expertise on trading 
them may differ among different experts (some being more conservative than the 
others). Which trading strategy to apply (which decides what inference control to use) 
on any particular investment may be changed due to the dynamic requirements of the 
client, which needs the inference engine able to work on multi-domain. Such a system 
in ESS is feasible since the object model of Objectbase allows each domain (financial 
instrument) looks the same to any inference control module because of object 
encapsulation. 
Building an expert system shell (ESS) in Objectbase is to set up sets of system 
objects that can be integrated with rule objects to form expert systems in different 
domains. This ESS can be viewed as the basic 'component object' for building 
application domain specific expert systems in an Objectbase. These sets of objects will 
each be responsible for different steps in the inferencing mechanism, such as the 
searching and matching of rules. Basic control strategies of an inference engine, 
forward chaining and backward chaining, are modeled as system methods to interact 
on the sets of object instances and are placed at a level higher than the Objectbase. In 
other words, an expert system shell can be viewed as an object having sub-units, and 
applications being set up by using the shell are in turn objects. 
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Figure 3-2 Structural levels of ESS in Objectbase 
3.1.3 ESS : a higher layer on Objectbase 
We can partition the ESS into two modules: a knowledge representation 
\ 
module for building the objectbase and an inference control module for consultation. 
The building module allows specific domain knowledge to be set as rules and put 
under corresponding schema with other schema knowledge in the Objectbase. The 
inference control module sets up system objects for ESS's inference control, which can 
be thought of as the consultation module that processes on the knowledge in the 
Objectbase. This part involves the inference engine and tools for machine intelligence. 
Basic inference mechanisms of an inference engine such as forward and backward 
chainings are modeled as class methods and are placed at a level on top of the 
Objectbase [Figure 3-2]. 
An expert system shell in an object-oriented system can be viewed as a 
composite object having sub-units, and applications being set up by using the shell are 
also objects. System objects of the ESS are related to other system objects or user 
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defined objects by means of message flows between the shell module and other 
modules [Figure 3-3]. 
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3.1.4 Schema Objects and Shell Objects 
Knowledge in Objectbase are either schema knowledge or domain knowledge. 
Schema information can be modeled into classes, instances and relations, and will be 
put under the Objectbase. In the financial example we used, to set up the system, we 
first need to define classes like fixed income, financial index, instrument, and company 
under a schema called investment. Relations such as investment instruments being the 
super-class of fixed income are specified. When finished with the set up of relations 
and methods, instances can be instantiated, such as US 10 years government bond 
being an instance of fixed income. Domain knowledge is represented as rules in ESS. 
Rules are represented in Objectbase in the form of IF-THEN rules, and collectively will 
be referred to as the Rulebase. Rules in the investment schema will be much like “IF 
interest rate is low, THEN buy bonds". 
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In order to draw inference from the Rulebase, another module Rule—Inference 
(RI) is introduced. RI helps to manage knowledge belonging to different domains and 
performs inference control on knowledge. This class coordinates between the Rulebase 
and other modules in the Objectbase. RI and its interface to the Rulebase and the 
schema are the core of the shell. Shell objects as Rule—Inference make references to 
specific domain knowledge, or rules. It acts as the interface between the schema 
objects and the inference control module. Once a set of domain rules is defined, the 
user can load and use it to set up expert system applications through the RI module. RI 
provides both forward chaining and backward chaining as inference tools. Therefore 
such a system will keep data manipulation and inference control transparent to user, 
yet still provide flexibility in setting up applications. The functionality, format and 
construction of the inference engine in the shell system will be discussed in more detail 
in section 3.4 Inference Engine. How rules are embedding other objects being tackled 
is described in 3.3.2 Rule Structure. Searching and matching mechanisms are 
explained in section 3.5 Rule一Inference (RI). 
3,2 Module design of ESS 
There are two issues for ESS, namely, the building of modules for knowledge 
representation and the inference control module for consultation and inference making 
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3.2.1 Knowledge Representation Module 
Knowledge is organized into classes and objects under Objectbase, thus 
knowledge representation for any expert system will need just to encapsulate pieces of 
knowledge into object instances. The collection of such objects is referred to as the 
knowledge base. The term schema knowledge will be used in the later text to refer to 
knowledge about classes and instances, their relations and methods. A rule knowledge 
base instead will consists of rules that specify domain knowledge about the data or 
object's inter-relation, and is called the Rulebase. The Rulebase, together with the 
schema knowledge, are used to infer facts to aid decision making and problem solving. 
The part marked by an ellipse in Figure 3-4 is handled by the knowledge representation 
module. 
ESS represents domain knowledge in the form of rules embedded in objects in 
the Objectbase. Rules are more natural to represent judgment and meta knowledge. 
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modular and allow easy incremental development (Browston et al 1986, Sherman & 
Martin 1990). Rules can describe processes driven by a complex and rapidly changing 
environment. As problems are driven by data, one can examine the state of world at 
each step and react. It is generally agreed that production rules work best when 
knowledge lends itself to being expressed in terms of independent recognize-act pairs. 
They are less suitable for expressing taxonomic relations such as set membership or set 
inclusion. They are also less than ideal for representing aspects of everyday reasoning 
such as the inheritance of properties, default assumptions and exceptions. Object-
oriented systems, on the other hand, can best represent knowledge relationship such as 
membership, inheritance and aggregation. Thus the design of ESS has the advantages 
of traditional rule-based systems and at the same time solves the deficiencies by 
integrating the object-oriented methodology of Objectbase with rules representation. ‘ 
It is essential to admit the differences between Objectbase and other object-
oriented systems. Objectbase invokes a thorough object-oriented development 
environment which includes object-oriented analysis (OOA), object-oriented design 
(OOD), object-oriented modeling (OOM) and object-oriented implementation. This 
ensures the knowledge being represented can best be preserved as in the real world 
state. In an Objectbase, we can define attribute names and methods in classes. Each 
time we instantiate a class, an instance of that class is formed, and will inherit all 
properties of its parent class and any superclass (multiple inheritance). It is therefore 
possible to incorporate rules into an object. Details will be given in Section 3.3 
Knowledge Representation. 
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3.2.2 Objectbase inference module 
For maximum performance, the inference engine should provide multiple-levels 
of reasoning [Reddy et al 1992，Mettrey et al 1991]. In ESS, there are two levels of 
reasoning: inference for the Objectbase schema and inference for the Rulebase [Figure 
3-5]. 
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Figure 3-5 Message Flow between the Knowledge Representation and the Inference Modules 
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The query processor in the Objectbase inference model can be viewed as the 
interface to the Objectbase schema of the proposed ESS. It handles query on the 
relations among classes and instances, such as membership or aggregation. If solutions 
cannot be get from simple query, inference in the Rulebase is needed. The system 
checks if there is any rule in the Rulebase whose preconditions are all satisfied by the 
data assertions. If a rule is eligible, the system goes into the second level of inference -
inference in the shallow base [Reddy et al 1992, Edwards 1991], which is the Rulebase 
in ESS. Shallow base inferencing is basically heuristic association, being done to try 
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to trigger appropriate rule or rules by either forward chains through the rules by 
matching the facts. 
The inference engine will process an input query base on the syntax of OQL 
[Leung, Lee & lu 1992], and by either using forward chaining or backward chaining, 
enable more sophisticated answers to be produced. 
3.2.3 The Rule—Inference Module 
Schema defined by users will have a set of classes and instances, and an 
optional set of rules defined for inference purpose. Other necessary control 
mechanisms for inference searching and matching are also provided in the ESS. 
Together the Rulebase plus the ESS functions will form the Rule—Inference (RI) 
module. Its role in the system is illustrated as in Figure 3-4. RI provides methods for 
maintaining and accessing the Rulebase, interface to the Objectbase schema, and 丨 
1 
I 
provides forward chaining and backward chaining mechanisms. Inside any particular 
expert system application, there may exist more than one inference engine for which 
their search space confine to the same schema or different schemas, and different 
searching procedures can be adapted. This is handled by the RI. In this way, 
complicated expert system can be formed from basic schema knowledge and rules, 
with a choice of inference mechanism. More detail of RI will be presented in section 
3.5 Rule一Inference (RI). 
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3.3 Knowledge Representation 
Remember that there are two types of objects in the Objectbase, classes and 
instances (section 3.1.1 The Concept of Object Modeling). A schema defines different 
classes, attributes and methods within these classes, their instances, and relations 
among classes. In that sense knowledge representation for any expert system in ESS 
will need just to encapsulate pieces of knowledge under a schema and the Rulebase. 
The collection of schema definitions, etc. is referred to as the schema knowledge base. 
The term schema knowledge is used to refer to knowledge about classes and instances, 
their relations and methods. A rule knowledge base instead will consists of rules that 
specify domain knowledge of expertise, and is called the Rulebase. ESS is having 
domain knowledge as rules and rules as objects. Both schema knowledge and domain 
knowledge(Rulebase) are part of the Objectbase [Figure 3-6]. 
! 
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Figure 3-6 Knowledge Representation in ESS 
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3.3.1 Schema Knowledge & the Rulebase 
As mentioned, data, software and knowledge are all captured as objects in the 
Objectbase under a schema, and so are specialized domain knowledge expressed as 
rules. Schema knowledge is represented in the Objectbase as classes, instances, 
methods and relations (inheritance, aggregation, and membership) [lu 1993]. Domain 
knowledge is for expressing expertise of expert in that domain. As in Figure 3-6，there 
are many rulesets in the Rulebase. A ruleset is a set of rules which represents one set 
of expertise on a domain. It is obvious that with such an representation, more than one 
fj 
ruleset can be defined for one schema. In Figure 3-6，both ruleset 1 and ruleset2 points J 
i 
, / i 
to schemal, i.e. they are both sets of domain rules specifying expertise on that | ；I 
I 
schemal knowledge. 
Since each ruleset always refer to one set of schema knowledge, thus the 
schema controller can identify a specific user defined schema to be consisted of the 
classes and objects information, schema ruleset(s) and the message net. In the financial 
example, it will therefore need to set up an investment schema having classes like fixed 
income, financial index and company. Instances (e.g. IBM, Apple as companies, 
government bonds as fixed income), methods and relations are all stored as schema 
knowledge. Rulebase can have set(s) of rules to express expertise in this investment 
schema, like "IF interest rate is low, THEN buy government bonds". 
Rulebase functions solely for inference and is represented as sets of If-Then 
rules. Domain knowledge for inference is expressed as If-Then rules since "one of the 
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primary reasons for using a rule-based expert system tool rather than a procedural 
language is to simplify the issue of specification of control" [Mettrey 1991]. Since the 
most natural way to encapsulate such pieces of information is to label each of them as 
an object, one can also spot that all of them have features in common. This can be 
expressed as the rule structure, semantic of clauses, and the use of conjunctions. On 
the basis of such findings, the following class structure for rules is declared as in the 
following section. 
3.3.2 Rule Structure 
Domain knowledge is represented as IF-THEN rules. A set of rules 
representing expert knowledge in one domain is defined together to form a mleset. All 
rulesets are gathered to form the Ruiebase. Each If-then rule is an object instance 
instantiated from a root class called Rule. 
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such as integer, loqic value, or struct of two tnode pointers, left and right. 
Figure 3-7 Class Rule 
The syntax of rules follows the grammar of the Rule Definition Language 
(RDL) [Section 4.2.2 Rule Parsing and the Rule Definition Language (JWL)]，which 
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is a superset of Object Query Language (OQL) [Leung, Lee & lu 1992] adapted in the 
query processing. The string will be parsed and organized under relevant data 
structure [Figure 3-7]. The IfTree and ActionTree fields are pointers to two tree 
structures, while the IfStr (IfString) and ActionStr (ActionString) are the text string of 
the If and Then part of the rules. The RuleNo field gives a unique identifier to each 
rule. 
Each rule is represented as two trees, the If-tree and the Action-tree. Trees are 
built from nodes called TNODE, with each leaf node having a token, see Figure 3-7. 
Each TNODE has two fields, the TreeNodeType and the TreeBody. If the node is a 
leaf node, TreeNodeType states the data type (such as an Integer value) of the 
TreeBody (the actual value, such as integer 5). Apart from those leaves, each 
intermediate TNODE's TreeBody is a struct field having two pointers corresponding 
to the next left and right tnodes, while its TreeNodeType states the operation on the 
two nodes pointed to by the TreeBody [Figure 3-8]. Figure 3-9 shows how a TNODE 
I 1 
1 
can be joined to form a tree. ‘ 
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Figure 3-8 TNODE structure for an intermediate node of a tree 
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Figure 3-9 Parse tree for the IF part (IJTree)for "5+2-3" 
Thus the If-clause and Then-clause can be broken down into tokens and stored 
as collections of nodes. Since the TreeNodeType field specifies the type of a union ；; 
field, it is thus possible for more complex data structure (such as an embedded query) 
being stored in each node instead of simple type (such as an integer). Different nodes 
actually store logically the different parsed parts (or tokens) of a rule. Notice that all 
leaf nodes (i.e. the end nodes) are always either simple or complex data values or 
1 
types, while the intermediate nodes are always logical connectors defined in OQL. 
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Figure 3-10 Another example ofljTree having an embedded query "IBM isjn Company" 
As shown in Figure 3-10，a text string can be stored in a leaf node with its j 
ii 
,1丨 
TreeNodeType set to the value "QSTR" (stands for a QuerySTRing), in which that 
j 
string can be treated as a query and passed from the inference engine to the query 
processor. During the process of validating the If-part of a rule when doing inference, 
this query string will be handled by the query processor and the returned value be 
assigned to the TreeBody of another TNODE (such as true or false, characters, or 
integer value), just as any other subtree (e.g. the tree in Figure 3-7, “5+2-3”，will 
return an integer 4). 
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The whole set of rules belonging to the same schema (i.e. a ruleset) will be 
referenced to by a generic list, just as other ordinary classes and instances. This is 
called a Rule List, and will be discussed in section 3.5.2.1. 
3,4 Inference Engine 
Input to the inference engine (IE) can either be a simple query, a hypothesis or 
a goal. A simple query is a question raised upon schema knowledge, while a goal (or 
hypothesis) is raised upon the domain knowledge rules. Complex queries can be 
formed by combining both of the above. Strict forward simple queries are handled by i 
I 
the Query Processor [lu 1993]. Knowledgeable inferencing on the Rulebase can be ；丨 
.j 
：,i 
done with the aid of certain system objects in the ESS, which perform the control 」 
j 
mechanisms for inference making [Table 3-1]. The Rule—Inference module, which 
handles most of the lE's internal work, will be discussed separately in section 3.5 
Rule—Inference (RI). j 
3.4.1 The Two Levels of Inference 
When triggered, the IE first tries to identify if the entry has a simple query, 
which is then passed to the Query Processor. This is the level 1 inference on schema 
knowledge. If the query processor fails to yield any solution, the system will invoke 
the level 2 inference on Rulebase using backward chaining or forward chaining [Figure 
3-11]. 
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Level 1: Schema Knowledge Relations and properties of Query Processor 
classes and objects 
Level 2: Domain Knowledge Contains shallow knowledge RI, with access to 
(Rulebase) encoded using rules Query Processor 
Table 3-1 Inference in the Objectbase 
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Figure 3-11 How modules work in ESS 
Which control method to use in level 2 inference depends on what is the user's 
choice. Each control method can have access to the Rulebase during the inference 
process, which enables more sophisticated answers to be produced than using just the 
Query Processor. For backward chaining, the input hypothesis is used to start the 
backward tracking process among the rules, while the forward chaining method will 
use the known facts to infer any results from those. Therefore both methods operate 
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on the same set of rules. This means that in ESS any expert system application with a 
set of rules defined can have its control method changed without affecting the 
application system. 
Also, inside any ES application, there may be more than one inference engine. 
Each inference engine acts on the same or different rulesets of the same schema (or 
even different schemas). Consider our financial example again. The schema 
investment has two sets of rules representing two investment strategies, one for a safe 
buyer, and the other for a speculator. If an ES can access both rulesets (i.e. the IE can 
act on the two strategies), it can ask the investor whether he is willing to take high risk ,^； 
I 
(and suppose he replies No). In this way, the system not only will be able to cut down 1 
' I 
the search space (which traces only those rules for a safe buyer), it also saves the user 丨 
from the need of setting up systems for different strategies. 
J j 
i 
3.5 Rulejnference (RI) 
The Rule—Inference module is the core of ESS which organizes and manages 
other modules [Figure 3-12]. It plays the role of an interface between the user iteration 
module and the Objectbase (using the schema manager and rule constructor), between 
the inference engine and the Rulebase (via Rule List, Action List, etc. see 3.5.2.1)，and 
between the inference engine and schema knowledge (passes message to the Query 
Processor). 
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Figure 3-12 Role ofRI in ESS :] 
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3.5.1 Structural design of RI 
To start the inference process, a user has to specify a schema, add rules to it, 
I 
I 
and then load the ruleset with the desired inference strategy. A ruleset is represented 
in the ESS as a list of class Rule, called the Rule List. Its corresponding data structure 
Action List and Variable List are both derived from the same ruleset and are for 
improving the searching and matching in the inference process [section 3.5.2.1]. 
Rule—Inference (RI) is designed to consult the rules and perform inference. It has 
references to the Rule List, Action List, Variable List, Query Processor, rule parser, 
plus having the inference strategies as chaining methods. 
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3.5.2 Drawing Inference 
The inference engine in any expert system performs two major tasks. First, it 
examines existing facts and rules. Second, it decides the order in which inferences are 
made. Building an expert system shell is to provide tools for constructing an expert 
system. There are alternative tools for building expert systems [Levine, Drang & 
Edelson 1990], those described here are adapted to assist rule-based systems. The 
design is generic enough to serve as basic blocks for other complex procedures. 
3.5.2,1 Complementary data structure for confining relevancy 
;f'; 
Using the simplest matching algorithm alone, which matches the hypothesis 
1 
against every individual rule in the rule base, will be an enormously tedious job. This is | 
if '： 
why the following data structures are built. 
(1) Rule List 丨 
I 
Rule List (Figure 3-13) is a list of rule objects as described in 3.3.2. This list 
links together the ruleset that belongs to a specific schema. 
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Figure 3-13 Rule List Structure 
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(2) Action List 
Action List [Figure 3-14] lists all the possible actions or conclusions of the 
corresponding Rule List in sequential order. Elements in the Action List is called 
ActCmpt (Action Component). An ActCmpt contains two items: first is an entry of the 
action followed by a list of rule numbers that is associated with this action. This 
structure is used solely to locate an action by its corresponding rule number. Assume 
using backward chaining, if the IF part of the rule is true, we invoke the THEN part, 
thereby instantiating the conclusions or firing the actions. If a rule has more than one 
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Figure 3-14 Action List Structure 
(3) Variable List 
The VarList (Variable List) has elements called VarCmpt (Variable 
Component). The VarCmpt contains six items: a variable name for each variable 
contained in the IF-part of the rules; an item states if the variable is instantiated (I for 
Instantiated, N for Not instantiated); the value of the variable; two pointers (the first 
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pointer points to a list of rules that uses the variable; and the second pointer points to a 
list of rules that updates the variable), [Figure 3-15]. A variable only appears once in 
the list no matter how many condition clauses it appears in. The "instantiated" field is 
always initially set to "not instantiated" (N). It will be changed to instantiated (I) 
when that variable has a value. 
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Figure 3-15 Variable List Structure 
Before an IF-THEN statement can be executed, all the clause variables in the ； 
i 
IF portion must be instantiated. Whether a variable has already been instantiated can 
i 
be checked from the variable list. To start checking a rule, first makes sure the variable 
is marked T，otherwise the variable must be instantiated either via backward chaining 
or user input. When the variable is instantiated, we can set the instantiated field to 'I' • 
We are then in a position to compare the variable's value with the condition part of any 
clause containing the variable. That is, once the applicant has answered the question, 
the answer will remain in the system working memory from that point onwards and 
will be available to other rules. 
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3,5,2,2 Control Strategy 
The control strategy will decide where to start the reasoning, and to resolve 
conflicts that occur when alternative lines of reasoning emerge. Fundamental control 
flow can either be backward chaining or forward chaining using the RuleList, ActList 
and VarList. 
(1) B ackward chaining 
If a hypothesis is input, the string will be parsed and individual tokens will be 
checked for validity. Tokens are checked against the ActionList to identify relevant 
rules in the RuleList. If all the predicates return true, what the predicates specified will 
be the reasons to support the input hypothesis. The VariableList aids the validation of 
those predicates, while the recursive access to the list helps maintain the order and 
sequences of which the predicates of each rule when proceeding. This will in turn 
implies checking of logical and arithmetic expressions, plus objects' relation. 
！ j 
t 
(2) Forward chaining 
Forward chaining takes input as known facts and from the VariableList identify 
rules having relevant predicates. If all the predicates are proved, then the rules are 
proved true. If a collection of rules is inferred, further iterations will be done. 
3.5.3 Query Processor and RI 
As stated in section 3.3.2 Rule Structure, a rule predicate can be a query on 
schema knowledge. Therefore when doing inference, the inference engine should be 
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able to understand the object relations, which are handled by the Query Processor 
(QP). Thus incorporating a QP in RI will upgrade the inference power. 
3.5.4 RI and the Inference Engine(IE) 
The inference engine (IE) is the part of a knowledge-based system that carries 
out inference, search and matching operations on the knowledge-base. RI is a class 
that consults the RuleList, Action List and Variable List, plus having the inference 
strategies as chaining methods. RI can form the IE, in which the search space of 
knowledge is confined to the Schema and Rulebase specified. More complex IE can 




Systems such as SAVOIR tends to have exactly the same "facts, rules and 
backward chaining" [Edwards 1991], which means their IE performs on the fixed set 
of rules with a fixed backward chaining control. For expert systems set up using RI, 
mixed chaining method can be "created" by connecting instances of RI each using 
different strategy, thus mixing forward and backward chainings together. 
3,6 Conclusion 
This chapter has presented a system for modeling knowledge representation 
and inference in Objectbase, which is Expert System Shell (ESS). It is a system shell 
designed for use with rules and the inference mechanisms include basic backward 
chaining and forward chaining. Definitions of classes, instances, methods, and their 
relations are called schema knowledge. Domain knowledge representing expertise is 
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modeled as If-Then rules to form rulesets, which is collectively referred to as the 
Rulebase. The consultation module is about how inference control of expert systems 
will depend on 
(1) the inference mechanism assigned to the RI and 
(2) the way application is constructed. 
There are two levels of inference in ESS. Level 1 is inference on schema knowledge, 
which solves queries on classes' and instances' memberships and relations. Level 2 is 




ESS is a comprehensive system that is designed to enhance the compatibility of ) 
different phases and modules when setting up expert systems. Its object-orientated : 
nature leads knowledge extraction and data modeling naturally into the comprehensive 
object-oriented knowledge engineering supported by ESS. Moreover, the knowledge 
I 
in Objectbase can readily be used by the Inference Engine via any user defined ' 
applications. Due to the object-oriented encapsulation properties of RI, an application , 
can have more than one IE (by instantiation more than one RI in one single ES 




This chapter describes the implementation of an Expert System Shell (ESS) on 
an example system of Objectbase called MOBILE [lu 1993]. MOBILE is a platform 
for schema and application set up and everything is organized under the Objectbase. 
The MOBILE system originally consists of four modules, Schema Constructor, 
Instance Editor, Application Constructor and Query processor. The ESS is intended 
to be set up as an example system of the shell system we described in Chapter 3 on the 
MOBILE system. In addition, an extra module will be added to MOBILE called the 
Rule Constructor. 彳 | 
•丨：丨] 
<\ 
Building an ESS on MOBILE is to set up sets of system objects that can be j 
integrated with rule objects to form expert systems in different domains. These sets of 
objects will each be responsible for different steps in the inferencing mechanism, which 
can be called the "component objects" of the system. The searching and matching of J 
i : 
rules, inference control mechanisms, and the interfaces between the Rulebase and users 
can all be defined as different components of the systems, which will be referred to as 
sub-units. 
Section 4.1 describes the implementation details of the class Rulelnference, 
which coordinates between other sub-units of the system. How rules are constructed, 
parsed and defined is given in section 4.2. Section 4.3 discussed how inference control 
flows in ESS. In sections 4.4 and 4.5，using Rulelnference in the Rule Constructor and 
the Application Constructor are described. A summary is given in section 4.6. 
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4.1 Rulelnference: a comprehensive structure 
A Rulebase is a collection of rules representing knowledge about a domain. 
This knowledge is arranged in rule form. Rules about the same domain are grouped as 
a ruleset (see Figure 4-1). For ESS in MOBILE, Rulebase composes of instances of 
class RuleList (which represent rule sets), each instance a list of instances of class 
Rule. 
：Contains a list of ： 
/ 丨individial If-Then 丨 
/ :Rules ： , ^ :——: 丨  
Z Objectbase / \ J 
/ 广 K \ 丨丨 
/ / Rulebase / \ \ 
[Ru leset ) 
V Ruleset / 
Figure 4-1 Rules in Rulebase 
4.1.1 Class Rule 
Rule is the most fundamental structure of the Expert System Shell (ESS). It is 
expressed as If-Then rule each having its own rule number. The structure of the //and 
Then part of a rule is designed to handle structure types varying from basic system 
types (integer, float, and strings) to complex structures encapsulated as objects, such 
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as an object instance in the Objectbase. This flexibility in rule specification makes 
more advanced knowledge representation possible. 
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4.1.2 Class RuleList 




slistjterator [Figure 4-2]. One RuleList corresponds to one ruleset in the Rulebase. 
A generic list is defined in MOBILE as a double linked list. An iterator provides 
iteration functions to the list, such as insertion, go to the first item, get the next item, 
and search for a particular item [lu 93]. RuleList, being a derived class of 
slistjterator, has additional functions such as MatchRule() which facilities the 
inference process. 
A RuleList represents a ruleset in a domain, though a domain can have more 
than one RuleList. Using the financial investment example in previous chapters, this 
will mean having an investment schema which has two sets of rules on investing 
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(domain), one for a safe buyer and the other for a speculator (thus having two sets of 
rules). This is made possible by the concept of having a Rulelnference structure. 
Having more than one set of rules in a domain is a sign for acquiring multi-expert 
systems. This will be discussed in more detail in section 4.1.4 Class Rulelnference. 
4.1.3 Accompany data structures for inference 
To facilitate backward chaining, each RuleList will have two corresponding 
slist_iterators: VarList (Variable List) and ActList (Action List). 
VarList is an iterator to a list of instances of class VarCmpt (Variable 
i 
Component). Each VarCmpt holds a variable's name, status, type, value, and a use-by-
list and an update-by-list. A VarList will therefore have information about all variables 
in a RuleList. This assists in keeping track of the variables. 
ActList is an iterator to a list of instances of ActCmpt (Action Component). 
This keeps track of which rule concludes what variable, and thus accelerates the 
process of searching for relevant rules. 
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int op_compare(tree sub—h，tree sub—r); 
IS^LUe l l l i e r e n c e mode* evaljf(tree expr, int inf—mech = BACKWARD); 
int infer—then(tree expr, int inf_mech = BACKWARD); 
RuleList ——^ int get_fact(char* fact); 
VarList Public: -丨 
RuleInference(AppWindow* awin, GWindow *mwm); ,•：, ；| 
-RulelnferenceO; ：] 
ActList void Init(void); 
void SetS chema(root_attr_struct_class * rootclass); ] 
int ReadRuleFile(char*file_name, char* file—path = NULL); ！ 
void BuildStructs(void); 
int BackChain(char* hyp，int rootcall); ’ 
VarList *GetVarList(void) {return varlistptr;} 
RuleList *GetRuleList(void) {return rulelistptr;} 
Parser *GetParser(void) {return rparser;} 
int ForwardChain(void); 
void InitFactlist(void); 
int PutFact(char * fact); 
int SetFact(char * fact, char *value); 
J i 
Table 4-1 Class Rulelnference ) 
A Rulebase, summarizing the above mentioned, is sets of rules (represent as 
RuleLists) having connections with VarList and ActList and together they can be 
interrogated with by the inference engine. All these structures are put together to form 
the class Rulelnference (RI). RI and its member functions are listed in Table 4-1. 
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Just as attr一struct is for storing user defined class definition in MOBILE, the 
class Rulelnference (RI) is to store the rule definition plus its connections to other 
objects in the schema [Figure 4-3]. 
Rule Inference 
RuleListPtr • Rule • Rule • Rule • o o o 
RuleList: List of rules each may have more than one reference to the Objectbase 
VariahlfiListPtr • VarList: List of VarCmpt 
ActionListPtr • ActList: List of ActCmpt 
ParserPtr > Pointers to Rule Parser and Query Processor 
Figure 4-3 Structure of Rulelnference 
I 
'I 
RI has a pointer to a RuleList. Other member functions are there to initiate RI, 
build a RuleList, build the corresponding VarList and ActList for inference, and 
perform forward chaining and backward chaining inference mechanisms on the ruleset. 
ESS allows user to input rules using the Rule Constructor, or read in rules from a text 丨 
file and then builds a RuleList pointed to by RI. Through the Application Constructor, 
i 
users can instantiate a RI to perform inference control, which acts as the inference 
engine of that application [section 4.5]. RI also provides methods for maintaining and 
accessing the rule objects, interface to the Objectbase schema, and forward chaining 
and backward chaining mechanisms [Figure 4-4]. Access to RI will be through the 
Inference Processor, which will handle tasks such as hypothesis (goals) or facts input 
and the inference control. 
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Rule Constructor 
- L o a d Ru l e se t \ ~ 
- E d i t rules N . Rule Inference ( ^Ru iebase ) 
— \ - In i t Ru l e l n f e rence class 
D .M e. . "^―• -RuleList. 
31 - Bu i l d Structure ^ 飞广言 
Z - Backward Cha i n i n g 
AoDlication Constructor / - Forward Cha i n i n g y -ActList y l 
- B u i l d A p p l i c a t i o n L 
- E d i t rules 
- R u n A p p l i c a t i o n 
Figure 4-4 Interaction between modules in ESS 
4.2 Rule Setting 
4.2.1 Rule Construction 
Rules can be input into the system either through the Rule Constructor, or 
being read in from a text file. The Rule Constructor is an option from the main 
window of MOBILE [Figure 4-7]. This is a graphical interface for input of rules. The 
Rule Constructor has text panels for user to input rules [Figure 4-8]. Rules are input 
in the form of sentences following the syntax of the RDL [section 4.2.2], but with the 
following additional semantics analysis: 
(1) the rule input will be broken down into the //and Then parts, 
(2) logical and arithmetic operators are stored as intermediate nodes in the parse 
tree. 
An alternative to the Rule Constructor is to import rules from an external text 
file. Importing that way needs first to parse the file text, and then build the rule 
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structures for RuleList, VarList and ActList. When import is done, rules can be viewed 
and edited through the Rule Constructor. 
4.2.2 Rule Parsing and the Rule Definition Language (RDL) 
Rules are stored as an ordinary text file which can be read and updated using 
any text editor. Therefore the Rulelnference module has another function which is to 
load the system with the ruleset. Rules are read from the source text file and parsed 
according to the Rule Definition Language (RDL). 
As knowledge is represented as If-Then rules, and since this rule structure may 
encapsulate various data structures including schema objects (created through 
MOBILE'S Schema Constructor and Application Constructor), the grammar defined 
by the BNF of the RDL is also a superset of the Object Query Language [Leung & Lee， 
lu 92]. Thus apart from writing a new rule parsing module, the existing Parser and 
Query Processor in MOBILE are modified to allow rule parsing. The BNF of RDL is 
included in the Appendix 1. 
According to the RDL, a rule is parsed into an If and a Then phase. The If-
phase may contain variables, objects, queries and nested queries, and can have 
arithmetic or logical comparisons and calculations. The Then-phase can initialize 
variables, and can fire actions of objects (methods). 
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4.3 How Inference is done in ESS 
Rulelnference is the core module either for setting up the expert system or for 
performing inference. To start its process, at least one ruleset has to be loaded, i.e. the 
required data structures are built for the inference module to transverse. Other 
functions such as forward and backward chainings will then be enabled. 
4.3.1 Reset and Load system 
When a Rulelnference is created, it's RuleList pointer, ActList pointer and 
VarList pointer are initialized to NULL. A ruleset has to be loaded before any function 
can be done. After a ruleset is loaded, the system will build the corresponding ActList 
and VarList [Figure 4-5]. Below is a list of methods provided in the RI class. Their 
usage are illustrated in Figure 4-5, Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7. 
( S t a r t Run ) 
Methods used: Functions: 
] r 
一 create RI 
Rl::lnit{) Instantiate RI — set all pointers (RuleList, 
ActList, VarList) to NULL 
] r 
—read rules from file 
RI::ReadRuleFile() Load Ruleset 一 assign pointers to the built 
structure for RuleList 
] r 
〜 „ •• “ 、 一 build ActList and RuleList 
RI::Bu.ldStruct() Build ActList & f _ ^^^ 口⑴棚尤 
RuleList 
^ r 
斤ystem ready fof\ 
^ inference use y 
Figure 4-5 Flowchart showing how to load RI 
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I. Rulelnference::Init(): 
-Initialized the RuleList, ActList and VarList. 
II. Rulelnference::ReadRuleFile(): 
-This function parses the specified text file using the Rule Parser. If the parser 
returns no error, the RuleList will be built. The corresponding schema will be 
specified and loaded together with the rule set. The interface from the consultation 
module to the schema and the rulebase are the schema manager and the 
Rulelnference module respectively. 
III. Rulelnference: :BuildStruct(): 
-If the rule file parsing phase returns no error, the ActList and VarList will be 
built. 
I 
4.3.2 Inference making 
Consultation to the Objectbase plus the Rulebase will be enable when the 
Rulelnference module is being initialized. Consultation can be done in various 
respects. The most generic control blocks are the forward chaining and backward 
chaining modules. By combining functions from these blocks, other searching or 
control of the inference system can be constructed. 
4,3,2.1 Forward and Backward Chainings 
Both forward and backward chainings are controlled by function calls in 
Rulelnference. When either control method is selected from within the Application 
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Constructor or the Rule Constructor in MOBILE, Rulelnference will first get system 
variables initialized. If the hypothesis (backward chaining) or goal (forward chaining) 
is parsed all right, the parsed trees and the fact list (forward chaining only) will be 
ready for doing forward [Figure 4-7] and backward chainings [Figure 4-6]. 
Rl::lnit() >1 
RI::ReadRuleFile() } • Load Rl with 
RI::BuildStruct() J 「uieset 
Specify control method 
for this Rl instance (e.g. 
^ ^ ^ backward chaining) 
Process input for 
Input • backward 
hypothesis chaining — state whether want to do 
T forward chaining or 
backward chaining. 
Y Y y 
~ — look up ActLiistXo 
RI::BackChain()- - s t a = = a r d identify eligible rules 
chaining for backward chaining 
一 match and search for 
rules with predicates 
” same as hypothesis 
RI::MatchRule() n。 . 
Rl::evaljf() * I 
T Prompt user 
generate 
sub-goal Yes - r e t u r n . ^ o solution, 
} r 
—perform the action(s) 
. , 儿 , 、 ^ in the THEN part of 
Rl::infer_then() Fire rule the rule 
, — may trigger other rules 
for backward chaining, 
which generate sub-
y K goal for backward 
/ x. chaining again 




—print out the solution 
prompt user and explaination to a 
file for later reference 
Figure 4-6 Flowchart for using Rl for Backward chaining 
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The followings are major functions in Rulelnference (For a more complete list of the 
methods of RI, see Appendix 2 ) : 
/. Testing the if-tree validity 
Rulelnference::eval_if(tree expr, int inf一mech) 
when a rule is tested usable (i.e. relevant to the goal or hypothesis), calls this 
function with the rule's if_tree. If there exists any other variable in the premise, 
eval_if() will call the BackChain() with that variable but the parameter rootcall will 
••••i 丨 
be set to 0 (False) which will prevent BackChain() to return more than one ,：丨 
resultant rule. I 
•I 
1 
IL Fire the Action 
Rulelnference::inferjhen(tree thentree, int inf一mech) 
when a rule's premise turns out to be true, this method will be called and the action 
I 
specified by the rule will be fired. 丨 
III. Backward Chaining 
a) Rulelnference::BackChain() 
-when triggered, the backward chaining routine first identifies a goal attribute 
and attempts to discover its value. It then tries to find from the ActList a rule 
number which can conclude the given hypothesis's variable, and looks up the 
rule from the RuleList. If the rule's then—tree is proved valid and appropriate 
(such as if x is set to be 5 and that the rule concludes x<3, it is so called usable) 
，the if—tree is tested by the eval_if() function. It tests the premise (If-part) of 
this rule; i.e. sets the premise attributes as subgoal. If the variable is not yet 
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initialized, the system will first test if it can be inferred from the Objectbase 
using the backward chaining control strategy. Back-chaining continues until 
values are obtained for the subgoal attribute. If the subgoal cannot be satisfied, 
the system will ask the user to input the unknown value. If the //-part of the 
selected rule is true, or in case of no loading error in accessing the Schema 
objects, the 77zen-part of this rule will be fired; i.e. calls the 
Rulelnference: :infer_then() to carry out the action part. 
b) Rulelnference::BackChain(char 路hyp，int rootcall): 
-if BackChainO is called with rootcall set to 1 (true), it will return all rules that 
‘-i! 
support the hypothesis. Otherwise BackChain() will look for the first rule 
which satisfy the goal/subgoal. 
1 
RI::ReadRuleFile()} > Ld, | = i t h 
RI::BuildStruct() J 
y r 
ni. -I « ,, ‘• /Ask if the useK ！ 
m c ? } > ^Str <-Ves-< wants to input > 
RI::SetFact() J FactList ^ \ m o r e f a c t s ^ I 
No 
] ； 1 r 1 r 
Start Forward 




|_ i suitable rules 
RI::AddFact() > Add Fact - v e s - ^ ^ ^ 
No 
/Any more fact(s)V 
V on FactList? ^ ®® 
No 
END ) 
Figure 4-7 Flowchart for RI for Forward Chaining 
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IV. Forward Chaining • Rulelnference::ForwardChainO 
-from the Fact-list, gets a fact variable. Finds from VarList a rule which can have 
the fact variable as premise. Do eval_if() and if it returns valid, fires the action 
part. 
V, Rule Inference:: PutFact(): 
-Adds facts to the FactList. 
VL Rulelnference::SetFact(): 
-Sets values for facts in the fact list. 
•I 
4.4 Using Rulelnference in the Rule Constructor 
j 
The Rule Constructor is an option added to MOBILE'S standard environment j 
i! 
as an interface to the Rulelnference module [see Figure 4-8]. It is an application 
window object (derives from class AppWindow) and mimics other application 
modules' appearance and windowing functions. 
I 
i 
Program Application Tool 
S c M 
Schema • _ 
Constructor Instance Editor , : 
If、 -Then 、-Then 
CD ~I Rule Constructor 
^ j f f l ？ 
卜 I 二 - I 
Figure 4-8 MOBILE with Rule Constructor added 
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4.4.1 The Rule Constructor 
The Rule Constructor has the following functions: 
1. Ruleset manipulations 
With a specified schema a user can add or edit rules to any ruleset belonging to 
the selected schema through the Rule Constructor [Figure 4-9]. Syntax of a rule is 
checked before the rule is added to the ruiebase. 
= Rule Instacne Editor - : • • 
Select Edit 
Rule File Loaded. 
• • c:\mobilft\Roijrcft\ 
rr _ 
Edit Rule: 
then "financiaLpos==3] \ 
Next End 





2. Reading a ruleset from a text file 
Alternatively, rules can be read in from an external text file. The header of this 
file specifies which schema this ruleset's domain is on. The second part is for 
declaration of types of variables. The last part is the specification of rules. Text read 
in are parsed and then add to the ruiebase. 
3. Consultation / Inference making 
Given that Rulelnference is loaded with a ruleset, the inference methods such 
as backward chaining will be enabled. The user is asked to input a hypothesis through 
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the dialog box [Figure 4-10] and by then the inference mechanism 
Rulelnference::BackChain() is triggered to search for rules which supports the input 
hypothesis. Whether there is any solution/conclusion will be prompted. The result/rules 
leading to such conclusion is printed to a text file. Similar procedures apply to forward 
chaining except that user are prompted to input known facts before the chaining 
process starts. 
_ Rule instacne Editor-： H H 
Select Edit 
Rule File Loaded. 
• • 
c:\mabiie\source\ncw 
• , ,„ J 
j 
. : i 
Hypothesis = 
Figure 4-10 Hypothesis input 
4.5 Using Rulelnference in the Application Constructor 
An expert system can be added into any user application set up through the 
Application Constructor by: 
1. starting the Application Constructor; 
2. selecting the schema(s) going to be used by the application; 
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3. instantiating one (or more) RiNode by choosing Ruleinf under schema from the 
menu bar; and 
4. connecting the RiNode I/O ports to build the application [see Figure 4-12]. 
4.5.1 The RiNode 
In the graphical environment of the Application Constructor [Figure 4-11], all 
objects are represented by icons. Each icon is a node and has its node type and node 
name printed on it. Node are defined as NodeCls in MOBILE. Each node has a number 
of input ports and output ports. Nodes are connected by edges. Together they form a 





As RI is primarily designed to be used in the Application Constructor, the icon 
of RI (RiNode) is used as a QueryNode (icon of an Query Processor) that both are 
derived from the NodeCls. NodeCls is the base class for any nodes used in a user 
j 
i 
defined application. When one initiates a RiNode, a pointer for QP is defined so that it 
is possible to make references to the QP from the RI. The QP is initiated when the 
parser is invoked. 
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Node 1 - RI: 
Method: Connect Information: 
p S B K H m i [iJ i^^  
Read Rule File. Not connected 
Build Struct 
BC: Hypothesis input 
FC: Init 
FC: Add fact value. 
|FC： Forward Chaining. 
OK 
Figure 4-11 RiNode connection details 
• 4 
— ‘ {—； ‘ '1 
Corresponding 
In|l] InfOI Methods in RiNode Out[()| Methods in RI J 
READY 0 InitQ INT ~MtO 
“char * 1 ReadRuleFileQ INT "ReadRuleFileQ : 
READY 一 2 BuildStructQ — INT "BuildStmctQ 
char * 3 BackChain() char * parse(hypothesis) 
(hypothesis) B ackChain(hypothesis) 
READY 4 FC::init() INT InitFactListQ 
InitVarListQ : 
char* char * ( f a c t ) 5 FC::AddFactValue() INT PutFact(fact) ‘ 
(value) SetFact(fact, value) 
—READY 6 FC::ForwardChain() char* ForwardChainQ 
Table 4-2 The Class RiNode 
The RiNode has seven registered methods and various number of I/O ports to 
be associated with [Figure 4-11, Table 4-2]. The followings are some examples of 
those methods. 
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Method 1- InitRulelnference 
This has one input port expecting a "READY" signal and one output port of 
INT 一 T Y P E . 
Method 2 - ReadRuleFile 
This has one input port of CHAR_TYPE for input of filename, and one output port of 
INT_TYPE. 
Method 3 - BackwardChaining 
This has one input port of CHAR_TYPE for input of hypothesis, and four output ports 
for different types of inference result. 丨 
‘：{ 
For a more complete list of the functions and details of the methods and ports, see 
Appendix 3 The RiNode. 
_丨 I 
4.5.2 Schema and Rule Set Handling 
Each RiNode has to specify a schema and a rule set (because each RiNode in 
Application Constructor corresponds to a Rulelnference). Thus a RiNode can be 
assigned to different rulesets and this can be changed at run time. This is helpful in 
creating multi-domain expert systems, or systems with different inference mechanisms 
working together [see Applications set up in Chapter 5]. 
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Multi-domain/multi-knowledge base 
Within one application, there can exist more than one RiNode, in which each 
has different rulesets or a same ruleset loaded. Also, the inference control of the two 
RI for the two RiNode can be different, depending on the method being connected and 
triggered. This enables multi-domain expert systems to be set up . As the example in 
Figure 4-12, one RI is loaded with the mlcsQi finance.ana, and the other is loaded with 
finance!.ana. 
File Run Schema Library UserApp Icon System 
t 
4 ., 
‘ I 酬 1 
2 3 T ™ I 
^ m ^ m — I 
^ _ • 
Rl:finar ce2.ana ^ ^ ^ _ j 
Figure 4-12 Application with two RI 
4.6 Conclusion 
This chapter focused on the implementation of an expert system shell (ESS) 
designed on an example system of Objectbase - MOBILE. Schema information about 
classes, instances and their relations exist in user defined schemas. Domain knowledge 
is represented as If-Then rules which are organized as RuleList in MOBILE. The 
inference module includes rule parsing, variable instantiation, forward chaining, 
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backward chaining, and rule evaluation. This is implemented as the class 
Rulelnference. Rulelnference (RI) handles not only the iterations between users and 
the Rulebase, but also acts as the interface between other modules, such as the Query 
Processor and Schema Manager. The later part of this chapter also explained how the 
RI works under Application Constructor as RiNode and how that enables meta-







5. Case Study 
To demonstrate the flexibility and power of ESS in Objectbase, a Financial 
Data Analysis System (PDAS) is built using the ESS on MOBILE. This system 
comprises of a schema capturing a number of listed companies' financial data and 
statistics. The Rulebase has several rulesets, which give different analysis on the 
schema. All these demonstrate how expert systems can be built using the ESS. This 
financial expert system can give different investment suggestions or forecast company 
profitability, depending on the analytical ruleset being chosen or parameters input. In 
this way, applications can be built to fit all sorts of strategies and risk exposure. 
Investment suggestions can be a portfolio of companies whose performance is 
satisfactory according to the rating required by different investors, namely safe buyer, 
moderate and speculator. 
It has to be stressed that efforts are devoted to demonstrate how ESS can ease ‘ 
the building of expert systems which lead further to more complex applications. A 
reasonable amount of rules and data were input to test the system. An example has 
been set up to show how ESS leads to a meta-systems as a multi-domain expert 
system. Other issues such as interface design will not be considered. 
5.1 Background on Statement analysis 
Balance sheets and income statements are the major components of accounting 
models of an organization. In short, balance sheet is the statement of financial position 
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with respect to a point in time; while an income statement reviews the profit or the lost 
over a period of time. Sound conclusions can be drawn from financial statements only 
when the meaning of their figures is completely understood. A detailed analysis must 
be made for every item and every relationship before the results can be evaluated. The 
basic accounting practices and reporting procedures can be found in the financial 
accounting books [Arnold et al 85]. 
The major purpose of ratio analysis is to give the statement reader a clear idea 
of the relationship between the two items and to eliminate some of the difficulty that 
the reader may find in grasping the significance of the dollar amounts. The relationship 
between two selected items on a company's financial statements is often very | 
meaningful. In some cases both items are found on the income statement. For 
example, the relationship between net income after income taxes and net sales is a 
highly useful measure of managerial performance. In other cases both items appear on 
I 
the balance sheet. For example, the relationship between current assets and current 丨 
liabilities is an important measure of liquidity. In some cases one of the items is found 
on the income statement and the other is found on the balance sheet. For example, the 
relationship between net income after income taxes and stockholders' equity is a 
significant measure of earning power. As useful information is scattered around in 
different sources, there is a need to reorganize data to form meaningful information for 
either managers or investors. One example is the measure of profitability, which is one 
of the most difficult attributes of a firm to conceptualize and to measure. In general, 
financial statements only give a rough picture of the financial state of a firm, e.g. the 
net profit or sales. Unfortunately, that does not reveal its profit making capability. 
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That is what ratios such as Return on Assets (ROA) are for. Ratios can also be a 
measure of the efficiency of a company's management. 
There is another important reason for using ratios. Ratio analysis is based on 
the notion that the analysis of absolute figures may not be the best means available for 
accessing an organization's performance and prospects. For example, an annual profit 
of $200,000 may represent a good level of performance for a local grocer with one 
shop but a poor achievement for a large company owning a chain of grocery stores. 
One possible reason for this is that the local grocer may use only $500,000 as capital 
while the large company may have employed $500,000,000. Thus, a more meaningful 
way of measuring profitability would be to relate the profit figure to the capital 
employed as a ratio,, e.g. ROE. 
5.1.1 Ratios for decision making 
The objective of this system is to provide a tool to analyze financial 
performance based on financial ratios. Ratio analysis can give information about five 
areas of financial performance to aid decisions: 
1. Short-term solvency - the ability of the firm to meet its short-run obligations. 
2. Activity - the ability of the firm to control its investment in assets. 
3. Financial leverage - the extent to which a firm relies on debt financing. 
4. Profitability - the extent to which a firm is profitable. 
5. Value - the value of the firm. 
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The ratios in use are as follows [Palmer et al 1986，Ross et al 1990]: 
Measuring profitability and operating results 
(Profitability) 
珊 嫁 权 d 驗 ： --Formula . 
ROA* ^ Net Income 
(net return on assets) Total Assets (end of year) 
ROE Net Income 
(net return on equity) Stockholders' equity 
net—profit一margin* Net Income 
Sales 
Table 5-1 
* vertical analysis: BS- item on BS/total assets; 
IS- item on IS/net sales. 
(Market Value Ratios) 
Ratio name Formula 
EPS Income for common 
(earnings per share) Number of common shares 丨 
PE_ratio Current Market Price (per share) 
li 
(price-earnings ratio) EPS 
div一yield Dividend (per share) 




Measuring Liquidity and solvency 
(Short-term solvency) ； ： 
- ' • Formula 
cur—ratio Current Assets 
(current ratio) Current Liabilities 
quick一ratio Quick Assets fcash+ accounts receivable or current assets-




j^atio name Formula — 
rec__turnover Sales (Total operating revenue) (on IS) 




Measuring Financial Strength and Equity Protection 
(Financial Leverage) 
Ratio name Formula .、 
DE一ratio Debt (Liabiliti^ 
(debt一equity一ratio) Equity (Stockholders equity) 
int_coverage Earnings before interest and taxes 
(times bond interest Bond interest (interest expense) 
earned) 
gearing—ratio Fixed interest capital (long debt or liabilities) 
Total Assets 
Table 5-5 
What the ratios really represent and their significance and ranges are explained 
in Appendix 4, which also explains why the rules are set as in the rule files such as 
"finance.ana" [Table 5-7]. 
：1 
5.2 Sample System: Financial Data Analysis System 
The financial data analysis system (PDAS) keeps track of companies' data in 
‘i 
i I 
the FINANCE schema. PDAS is an expert system for performing ratio analysis which 
can assist in making investment decisions. It gives suggestions for portfolio strategies, 
namely safe, moderate and speculative. The FINANCE schema keeps financial 
information about companies. How the information can be made meaningful to assist 
investment decision depends on the expertise of ratio analysts. By expressing the 
expertise as rules in the Rulebase, expert system can be built. 
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^ ‘ ‘ I、I I Schema Constructor - FINANCE ‘ ‘ ‘ , ‘ 
Schema File Class Edit 
、\c。、^^p.，、、、 -"I “ 
I ' FINANCE h i~I Company | : • 
——I Report ——I BalSheet~] 
P 議 t MetHod 
: : : 〜 彻 m e 、 一 ： i S H — I . 
• J . E ] ^ i 
Figure 5-1 Set up the class IncomeStat 
To Start, structure of company and financial data are input via the Schema 
Constructor in MOBILE [Figure 5-1]. The set up of the schema is as Figure 5-2. 
Instances are created using the Instance Editor. To enable expert system to set up, 
some rulesets are added, each of them represents a different investment strategy. 
5.2.1 The FINANCE schema 
The FINANCE schema represents a financial hierarchy of typical organization 
including reporting procedure. Each company belongs to a group, which explains the 
characteristics of the company and somehow decides what the range of the ratios of 
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that group of companies should be. The balance sheet and income statement are the 
reports produced for a particular company for a particular year end date or period of 
time respectively. The classes BalSheet (balance sheet) and IncomeStat (income 
statement) are derived from the class Report [Figure 5-2]. 
Finance 
[Root] 
Ratio Report 1 ^ Company j ^ Group 
baLsheet , co_name co—name _ name 
income—Stat 1 丨 date co_group 
ROA I I 
ROD I I 
net_profrt_margin ! ~ 
EPS ' 丨 i 
PE ratio ‘ — ^ BalSheet IncomeStat 'I 
div_yield cur_assets sales i 
cur—ratio fixed_assets int_expense ‘ 
quick—ratio total—assests net op income tim 
inv_tumover curjiab tax " — • 
recjumover long—debt netjncome 
DE_ratio stock — 
int_coverage totaljiab 
Figure 5-2. The Finance Schema | 
I Company Name — Company Group 
HSBC Financial Banks 
Hang Seng Bank Financial Banks 
HK Telecom Utilities 
China Light & Power ~ Utilities 
Sun Hung Kai Real Estate 
Cheung Kong Real Estate 
Hutchinson Whampoa Holding Companies 
Table 5-6 Company instances 
Instances are instantiated through the Instance Editor. For the class Company, 
it has fields as in Table 5-6. There are eight companies in the system. They are 
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selected to represent the five company groups, namely the Financial Banks, Utilities, 
Real Estate, Holding Companies, and Transportation. Since the eight companies come 
from different financial sectors, therefore they will demonstrate the differences in 
investment strategies. 
The class Ratio contains those ratios described in Table 5-1 to Table 5-5. 
Since each ratio corresponds to at least two items either on the balance sheet or the 
income statement, therefore each ratio instance should specifies where are the sources 




Rules are stored in text files with extension “.ana，，. A rule file has three parts. 
Firstly the header states the directory and schema of the rules. The second part 
declares the types of the working variables, such as "IVAL" states for integers, 
"FVAL" states for floats. The last part is a list of If-Then rules. Variables are denoted 
I 
I 
with a “ � ” before the variable name. Queries (handled by the Query Processor) are 
enclosed in square brackets “[]，，. Those enclosed in curly brackets “{}" are called sub-
queries. A sub-query is a partially formed query, in the sense that the other part of the 
query (which together with the sub-query will make a query) is a working variable. For 
example, the If-part of rule 1 in "finance.ana" is a sub-query plus a working variable. 













1. if {Ratio instance ROA >=0.19 II ROE >= 0.4 II net—profit—margin >=0.65 && bal_sheet.co.co_name == } -company 
then ~profit==9 
2. if {Ratio instance (ROA<0.19&& ROA>0.09) II (ROE<0.4&& ROE>0.2) II (net_profit_margin<0.65l! net_profit_margin>0.35) 
&& bal_sheet.co.co一name == } -company 
then ~profit==5 
3. if {Ratio instance ROA <=0.09 II ROE <= 0.2 II net_profit_margin <=0.35 && bal_sheet.co.co_name == } -company 
then ~profit==l 
4. if {Ratio instance EPS >=6.5 II PE_ratio >= 15 II div_jield >=5.5 && bal_sheet.co.co_name == } -company 
then ~value==9 
5. if {Ratio instance (EPS<6.5 && EPS>2.5) II (PE_ratio<15 && PE_ratio>10) II (div_yield<5.5 II div_yield>4) && 
bal_sheet.co.co_name == } -company 丨  
then ~value==5 
6. if {Ratio instance EPS <=2.5 IIPE—ratio <= 10 II div_yield <=4 && bal_sheet.co.co—name = } -company 
then ~value==l 
7. if {Ratio instance cur_ratio >=1.7 II quick—ratio >= 1.7 && bal_sheet.co.co_name == } -company 
then ~solvency=9 
8. if {Ratio instance (cur_ratio <1 •7&& cur—ratio >0.8) II (quick—ratio <1.7&& quick—ratio >0.9) && bal_sheet.co.co_name == } 
-company 
then -solvency = 5 
9. if {Ratio instance cur_ratio <=0.8 II quick—ratio <= 0.9 && bal_sheet.co.co—name == } -company 
then -solvency = 1 i 
10. if {Ratio instance rec_tumover >=8.5 && bal_sheet.co.co—name == } -company 
then -activity ==9 
11. if {Ratio instance (rec—turnover <8.5&& recjumover >4.5) && bal_sheet.co.co_name == } -company 
then -activity ==5 
12. if {Ratio instance rec_tumover <=4.6 && bal_sheet.co.co—name == } -company 
then -activity ==1 
13. if {Ratio instance int_coverage >=500 II gearing—ratio >= 1IIDE—ratio >= 9 && bal_sheet.co.co—name == } -company 
then -leverage ==9 
14. if {Ratio instance (int—coverage <500&& int_coverage >100) II (gearing—ratio <1&& gearing_ratio >0.25) II (DE_ratio <9&& 
DE_ratio >4) && bal_sheet.co.co_name == } -company 
then -leverage ==5 
15. if {Ratio instance int—coverage <=100 II gearing_ratio <= 0.25 II DE_ratio <= 4 && bal—sheet.co.co—name == } -company 
then -leverage ==1 
16. if -profit ==9 && -solvency >=1 
then -strategy = "speculative" 
17. if -profit >=5 && -solvency >=5 && -leverage <=5 
then -strategy == "moderate" 
18. if -solvency ==9 && -leverage ==1 
then -strategy == "safe" 
END 
Table 5-7 finance.ana 
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^ ^ ： 「 Safe moderate Speculative I 
Profitability H，M’L H，M H 
Value H，M，L — H,M，L H，M — 
Solvency H “ H,M H，M,L 
Activity H,M — H，M，L H，M，L 
Leverage L L，M H，M，L 
Table 5-8. Rating of variables for different strategies 
-Where H(high), M(medium) and L(low) are represented as integer 9，5，and 1 in the rules respectively. 
The rule file finance.ana specifies a ruleset based on the schema FINANCE. 
For example, the first rule states "IF there is an instance(s) of the class Ratio which its 
ROA is greater than or equals 0.19 or its ROE is greater than or equals 0.4 or 
I 
net_profit_margin greater than or equal 0.65, and the co_name of such an instance 
equals to a run time variable -company, THEN -profit equals 9". The values of 丨 
variables and ratios are defined in Table 5-8 and Table 5-9. 
X Low Medium Hi^ h 
p： R O A 0.09 < = 0.09 < x <0.19 > = 0 . 1 9 
ROE 0.2 <= 0.20 < X <0.40 >=0.4 :i 
net_profit_margin 0.35 <= 0.35 < x <0.65 >= 0.65 
V : EPS 2.5 <= 2.5 < x < 6.5 >= 6.5 
PE_ratio 10 <= 10<x<15 >=15 
div一yield 4 <= 4 < x < 5.5 >=5.5 
S : cur_ratio 0.8 <= 0.8<x< 1.7 >=1.7 
quick-ratio 0.9 <= 0.9<x< 1.7 >= 1.7 
A : rec_turnover 4.5〈二 4.5 < x < 8.5 >=8.5 
L : DE—ratio 4 <= 4 < x < 9 >=9 
int_coverage 100 <= 100 < x < 500 >= 500 
gearing_ratio ^ 
Table 5-9 Ranges for ratios 
5.2.3 Results 
With the FINANCE schema and the rule file finance.ana, the following 
applications can be set up to demonstrate how different expert systems can be set up. 
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5,2,3.1 Application 1: Backward Chaining on a ruleset 
1) System A 




1 ^ 妳 - n 。——] 
Ready」 RI: FINANCE. AN A 3 
… 、 、 n 
— -華t 




Figure 5-3 Application back_l \ 
In this application, a RI is instantiated on the FINANCE schema and will use 
the ruleset specified in finance.ana [Figure 5-3] . When try to run the system, Node 2 | 
will prompt user to input a hypothesis for backward chaining [Figure 5-4] because 
Node 2 is connected to the method BackChainO in the RiNode (Node 0). Node 0 then 
accepts the hypothesis and performs backward chaining. If any values of the working 
variables need to be input from the user, a dialog box [Figure 5-6] will be displayed. 
The result returned will then be passed to Node 3. Thus the user knows whether the 
hypothesis is true [Figure 5-6] and the system will print any solutions to the output file 
as shown in Table 5-10. 
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^ j u m i i i i i m Q u i Q i i j ^ ^ ^ i i i n i i i i i 
Node 2 
Input: I ©"strategy == "speculative'] | 
一 _ 」 Cancel 
Figure 5-4 Input hypothesis to node 2 for backward chaining 
Node 3 
I 叩 ut: l-company =="HSBC'1 
L—•• • I I 丨- • 
OK Cancel 
Figure 5-5 Dailog box for user input 
Select Edit 
Hyp has solution, printerJ tu tile. 
口 口 finance.ana • 
' / 、 * ； 
靂 
_ ,,, B 
.和丨i 销 
Figure 5-6 Prompt if the hypothesis is true 
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read path: C:\MOBILE\DATA 
read file: FINANCE 
if LoadSchema is ok(l) or not(O): 0 
parse bufl (IF) : 1 






parse bufl (IF) : 1 




...//file too long, end of file not shown. 
— 1 
Table 5-10 The output file for inference (file too long, end of file deleted) ！ 
2) System B 
j-
Figure 5-11 shows another expert system built. This application allows user to ‘ 
change the ruleset used (i.e. assign the rule file used by the RiNode (Node 0). To start, 
Node 1 will initialize RI (method initQ). The result (init() will return an integer 1) will 
be used to trigger Node 2. Node 2 then trigger Node 3 for a string input (which 
should be a file name, such as "finance2.ana"). The string will be passed to Node 0 to 
trigger method ReadRuleFile(). The method ReadRuleFile() will return an integer, 
which will be passed to Node 4. If ReadRuleFile() successfully read in another rule file 
and build the RuleList, it will return a ‘1，. On receiving an integer T from Node 0, 
Node 4 will trigger the method BuildStruct() of Node 0. BuildStruct() will then build 
the ActList and VarList. The return integer of BuildStruct() is passed to Node 5， 
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which triggers Node 6 for another string input, this time asking for a hypothesis. This 
hypothesis is passed to Node 0 method BC:HypInput() which calls RI's backward 
chaining method. If there is any variable that requires input from user, a dialog box 
will be displayed. The result of the inference will be passed to Node 7. 
File Run Schema Library UserApp Icon System 
Ready—I _ 
_ 二 丨。—， 7 




Figure 5-7 Another application using backward chaining 
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5,2,3,2 Application 2: Forward Chaining 
I ^ H H B B H B B I S B i i l l H H j i b l 
File Run Schema Library UserApp Icon System 
M ： ： ' ： . 
！ : J 
丑—"1 P 
L Input 丨0—• • J 5 
^ I jRI:FIN^ E.ANA Output 




一 ； 4：.! 
K T 灘ri i l 
Figure 5-8 Application using forward chaining 
I 
i 
In Figure 5-8, an application is set up to use forward chaining. Node 1 will 
first trigger Node 0 method FC:init(). The result is passed to trigger Node 2 and Node 
3. Node 2 requires input of a variable name, and Node 3 input of its value. Both 
strings are passed to Node 0 method FC:AddFactValue(), which add value to the 
FactList. If the fact is added successfully, the return integer of AddFactValue() will 
trigger Node 4 to start method FC:ForwardChain() of Node 0. The result of the 
inference is output to Node 5. 
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5.2.3.3 Application 3: Forward and Backward Chaining in one system 
File Run Schema Library UserApp Icon System 
— 
1 
3 2 u ^ 
^ .__.RI:FINANgE:SNS 。卿 ut 
Ready —i——^put —' 
|RI:FINANiE2.ANA 。 _ 
— 
I i I 





As in Figure 5-9，the application has two RiNode, which will instantiated two 
RI in the system. Node 0 is to do backward chaining on rules in finance.ana, while 
Node 1 will start forward chaining on rules in finance2.ana. Results are directed to 
!, 
Node 4 and 5 respectively. 丨 
5.3 Evaluation 
The following credits are demonstrated via the financial analysis kit: 
1. Flexibility in rule definition e.g. encapsulation of another object as part of the rule 
(e.g. reference to Ratio instance and a BalSheet instance). 
2. An user-defined expert system application can be the building block of /part of 
another application. 
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3. In one application more than one inference control method can be used, thus allow 
multi-category expert systems to be built. As in application 3，one RI is triggered 
for forward chaining, while the other is triggered for backward chaining. 
4. In one application, more than one schema and more than one user-define rule set 
can be used, thus enable multi-domain expert systems to be build. As in 
application 3，one RI uses the file finance.ana, while the other uses the file 
finance2.ana. 
5. Worked examples which demo that what was said in Chapter 4 works and show a 
real life applications. 
5-4 Conclusion 
The relationship between two items is expressed as a ratio (the division of one 
number by another), as a rate (the ratio between two numerical facts over a period of 
time), or as a percentage. | 
A Financial Data Analysis System (PDAS) is set up to perform ratio analysis on 
some companies' financial statements. A schema FINANCE is set up which includes 
classes of company, group, report, BalSheet (balance sheet), IncomeStat (incoming 
statement) and ratios. Rulesets are defined in text files with extensions '.ana'. These 
rules are for analyzing the financial data and ratios of the companies, so that 
investment decisions can be made. Investment suggestions can be a portfolio of 
companies whose performance is satisfactory according to the rating required by 
different investors. 
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Base on different rulesets, which means different strategy for analysis, the 
solutions for the same hypothesis may be quite different. This shows how the 
specification of the domain or rules or inference control change can get different expert 







6. Result and Discussion 
Expert System Shell (ESS) is an object-oriented expert system shell built on 
top of MOBILE, which is a platform for schema and application set up and everything 
is organized under an Objectbase. The ESS enhances the objects relationship 
representation in the Objectbase to capture the rule structure and support inference on 
the knowledge. ESS on MOBILE is a tool for developing expert systems (ES) which 
can access to different domains of a knowledge base and can incorporate different 
inference control mechanisms. Any user application can be made into an ES by using a 
Rulelnference (RI) object to construct its inference engine. The RI coordinates 
between the user module and the Ruiebase, as well as accesses to other modules in ; 
•[ 
j 
MOBILE (such as the query processor). RI also provides system methods for different 
inference control mechanisms, which can each be connected to other objects or 
applications to form a standalone expert system. 
i . 
6.1 An Expert System Shell on Objectbase 
The Expert System Shell set up on Objectbase (ESS) is an inference model for 
the Objectbase. The ESS has two main modules, namely the knowledge representation 
module and the inference module. The knowledge representation module arranges 
knowledge into schema knowledge and domain knowledge. A schema defines 
different attributes and methods within the classes, their instances, and relations among 
classes. Domain Knowledge expresses expertise of experts on specific domain in terms 
of If-Then rules. The rule grammar is defined by the Rule Definition Language (RDL), 
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listed in Appendix 1. The inference module is for organizing message flows between 
the users iteration module, knowledge representation module, and applications. The 
inference module also handles the inference mechanisms in the Rule—Inference module 
(Rl). Forward and backward chainings are basic features provided in the RL 
Due to the object-oriented nature of the system, knowledge in the Objectbase 
(schemas plus the Rulebase) can readily be used by the inference engine. The object-
oriented encapsulation properties of Rl also enables an application to have more than 
one Rl in an application. This leads to multi-domain (IE with one Rl assigned to one 
ruleset and another Rl to another ruleset) or multi-category (one Rl assigned with 
backward chaining mechanism and another Rl with forward chaining) meta-systems. 
6,2 The ESS on MOBILE 
The ESS on MOBILE is a tool for building applications with intelligence in 
I 
information extraction from the Objectbase. Having Objectbase as Knowledge 
Representation, MOBILE can capture knowledge in an object oriented manner, and 
on top of the schema data a Rulebase is maintained for inference. The ESS, on its 
own, contains two modules. The building module organizes data and relations 
representation in the Objectbase and the Rulebase. It lets user set up domain 
information in schema objects and the Rulebase, which represent the domain and 
expert knowledge respectively. The consultation module, via the class Rulelnference, 
handles the inference control and message passing to and from the Rulebase. The 
inference flow defined by the users determines how inference on the schema and rules 
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should be done. In other words, users can construct their inference control patterns as 
they set up applications, such as using both forward chaining and backward chaining in 
one application. 
Together the Objectbase, Rulebase and the Inference Engine enable user's own 
applications to be set up. Each application can be seen as an standalone Expert 
System, or can be part of some other more complex systems. In other words, each 
application can have more than one Inference Engine acting on different rulesets. An 
example is to set up a simple interest rate analysis expert system, and later include that 




6.3 Pros and cons for the ESS 
When comparing the ESS with other shell systems, it has the flexibility in rule 
I 
definition, which allows encapsulation of another object as part of its rules. Since the 
11 
rule structure allows references to the Objectbase, the Rulebase and working variables, 
the consultation module is more complete and powerful. 
Apart from the enhancement in inference power, the ESS can also handle 
complex applications and systems. The way an application is constructed will affect 
how the system is going to make inference. Also any user defined expert system 
application can be the building block of, or part of, another application. In one 
application more than one inference control method can be used, which allows multi-
category [Poo 1991] expert systems to be built. As a result, the ESS is a lot more 
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powerful than other shell systems which are limited to just a pre-defined inference 
pattern. The other important impact of the ESS using an application as a building 
block of other applications is that multi-domain system can be built as illustrated in 
Chapter 5. If in one application, more than one schema and more than one user 
defined ruleset are used, multi-domain expert systems are build. Other meta-systems 
can be constructed in similar manner. 
ESS sure can be improved. First of all, it can be modeled to handle uncertainty 
in the knowledge. This can possibly be done by introducing another module between 
the Rule—Inference module and the Rulebase. Secondly, definition for a class should 
include rules apart from just attributes and methods. These rules represent properties I 
I 
i 
of the class, such as for a class Plant, one of its rule may be "IF this plant dies, THEN 
the pot of it should be emptied." 
6.4 MOBILE: how it has been improved 
As ESS is built on top of MOBILE, the following enhancements done on the 
system is essential. 
Enhanced Parser - the parser now can return a parsed tree for the input string instead 
of just logical result. In addition the parser can parse rule structures (example the 
SubQuery) which follows the RDL. 
Object NodeLogGraph - the loading method not only can new a Rulelnference object, 
but also check or reload the schema needed by the ruleset. This enables more than one 
ruleset and schema to be loaded at one time. 
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General Performance - improved stability of the environment by redirecting schema 
manager variables and changes in various system parameters. 
Enhanced Knowledge Representation - MOBILE can now represent domain 
knowledge as rules in addition to schema knowledge. This enables inference on the 
Objectbase. 
A Better Application Building Platform - ES can be built from the Application 
Constructor using the RiNode, which acts as the IE for the ES application. RiNode 
has different I/O ports for users to specify which inference mechanism to use (by 
activating either the port for backward chaining or forward chaining) [Appendix 3]. 
Moreover, more complex inference control can be built by connecting different nodes 
丨 
(such as a Query Node or a RiNode) to have different control flows. j 
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7. Conclusion 
The Expert System Shell in Objectbase is a concept of embedding shell system 
into objects and managing data, software and knowledge as a whole. It employs the 
object-oriented approach in encapsulating domain knowledge into rule objects, which 
as a whole makes Rulebase. Rulebase is set up via the building module in ESS, which 
is equipped with parsers, rule objects, variable lists and a rule constructor module. All 
these are organized under a Rule—Inference module, which not only manages the rules, 
but also provides a mean to the inference engine's consultation module for inference 
making. In addition, Rulelnference also has the forward and backward chainings 
control procedure for accessing the Rulebase. Because of its object-oriented design, 
each instance of Rule Inference processing can be made independent to the others. 
ESS is implemented on MOBILE. Knowledge Representation in ESS includes 
setting up schema via the Schema Constructor and Instance Editor, and setting up the 
Rulebase via the Rule Constructor. The first leads to what is called schema knowledge 
and the second leads to domain knowledge for representing expertise. A collection of 
rules expressing one expert's knowledge (expertise) on one domain are grouped as a 
ruleset. Each ruleset can make reference to only one schema, although each schema 
may have more than one ruleset. 
Inference on the Objectbase is done with the aid of certain system objects in the 
ESS, which perform control mechanisms on the schema or Rulebase. There are two 
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levels of inference in ESS. Level 1 is inference on schema knowledge, which solves 
queries on classes' and instances' memberships and relations. For a simple level 1 
query, the IE will pass the query to the Query Processor. If the Query Processor fails 
to yield any solution, the system will invoke the level 2 inference on the Rulebase using 
forward chaining or backward chaining. Users can change the direction of the control 
strategy (forward or backward) without affecting the application system. 
The inference engine basically uses the class Rulelnference (RI) to coordinate 
between other objects. ES applications can be set up by using the RI in the form of an 
RiNode, which may be connected to other nodes via different input and output ports. 
By connecting to different ports of RiNode, different messages can be passed to Rule | 
Inference and thus different inference control procedures can be built. 
To demonstrate the flexibility and power of ESS in Objectbase, a Financial 
Data Analysis expert System (PDAS) is built using the ESS and MOBILE. This 
system comprises of a schema capturing a number of listed companies' financial data 
and statistics. The Rulebase has several rulesets, which give different analysis on the 
schema. PDAS can give different investment suggestions or forecast company 
profitability, depending on the analytical ruleset being chosen or parameters input. In 
this way, applications can be built to fit all sorts of strategies and risk exposure. 
Building PDAS includes setting up the FINANCE schema and writing up rulesets as 
text files with extension “.ana，’. Different ES applications can be built on the 
Application Constructor by initializing and using the class Rulelnference as RiNode. 
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Users can then go on to define the control mechanism and select which mleset to use 
(one domain), or instantiate more than one RiNode each being assigned with different 
rulesets (multi-domain). 
7.7 Comparison 
ESS is an expert system shell set up on Objectbase. It modeled its knowledge 
into the Objectbase, which can be classified into the schema knowledge and the domain 
knowledge. The object model for schema knowledge is similar to Smalltalk-80. The 
difference is that Smalltalk-80 regards each class object as the sole instance of a 





defined is regarded as an instance of the metaclass. So the class objects can be 
managed in a more unified fashion. 
The Ruiebase representation of domain knowledge in ESS is to express 
expertise in the form of If-Then rules. A ruleset denotes a list of rules which all refers 
to a specific schema. The class Rulelnference handles inference on the rulesets by 
providing them with control mechanisms and other methods. Each Rulelnference 
instance is assigned with a ruleset (which is in the form of a RuleList), and will have 
two methods provided for inference control, the forward chaining and the backward 
chaining methods. Which ever method is triggered, the inference engine will visit the 
rules according to the control flow it specified. Thus changing of inference control 
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strategy will not affect the data structure plus the system at all, but is just a matter of 
changing the trigger target.. 
Other object-oriented expert system shell do exist, such as the LEVEL 5 
OBJECT [Moynihan 1995], and the NEULONET shell [Quah, Tan & Raman 1994]. 
They cannot support meta-systems due to the lack of rule semantics for inference in 
the first system, and lack of object encapsulation for application in the second. Also, 
none of the more popular expert system tools such ART-IM, CLIPS, EDS, Level 5 
and VAX 0PS5 [Harmon 1991] gives both a complete knowledge representation for 
rules and schema knowledge, as well as provide an expert system application building 
environment as ESS. 
Systems such as SAVOIR tends to have exactly the same "facts, rules and 
backward chaining" [Edwards 1991]. For expert systems set up using ESS, mixed 
chaining method can be "created" by connecting instances of Rule Inference each using 
different strategy (i.e. ruleset, control method, and schema), thus mixing forward and 
backward chainings together. 
7,2 Appraisal 
For ESS on MOBILE, the Rulelnference module for the inference engine is the 
part of a knowledge-based system that carries out inference, search and matching 
operations on the knowledge-base. Rulelnference (RI) is a class that points to a Rule 
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List, the corresponding Action List and Variable List, plus having inference strategies 
as inference control methods. An application having RI connected to other system or 
user defined nodes can form an expert system, having the RI as the inference engine. 
The searching space for a RI is confined to the schema and Rulebase specified for the 
RI. More complex inference engine can be built by connecting instances of RI 
together. 
Each RiNode belongs to one schema and one rule set (thus one particular Rule 
Inference). RiNode can have its RuleList in the RI changed by carrying out the 
ReadRuleFileO method, which changes its ruleset in use. This is helpful in creating 




which changes ruleset during run time. 
Within one application, there can exist more than one RI, in which each have 
different or same ruleset loaded. Also, the inference control of the two RI can be 
different, depending on the methods being connected and triggered. This ease the 
setting up of multi-domain expert systems. 
The object-oriented nature of ESS leads knowledge extraction and data 
modeling naturally into the comprehensive object-oriented knowledge engineering 
supported by ESS. Moreover, the knowledge in Objectbase can readily be used by the 
Inference Engine via any user defined applications. Due to the object-oriented 
encapsulation properties of RI, an application can have more than one IE (by 
instantiating more than one RI in one single ES application). This will leads to 
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complex ES such as multi-category meta-systems, or an ES application as part of 
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Appendix 1. Rule Definition Language 
<rule> ::= <query> 
I <var_query> 
I <combine_query> 
<var_query> ::= <query><bin_login_oper><var_expr> 
I <var_expr> 




<variable> ::= ~<varname> 
〈combine—query〉 ::= {<sub—query〉}〈variable〉 
I {<sub_query>} < variablexbin一logic—operxvar—expr> 
<sub_query> ::= STRING_VAL 





<value_query> ::= 〈value—object—expr> 
I <value_clas s_expr> 
<class_query> ::= <dass_objcct_cxpr> 
I <class_class_expr> 
I <type_query> 
<object_query> ：：= 〈object—object_expr> 




〈name—query〉 ：：= NTH—ATTR INUMBER 
I <class_query><name_class_expr> 
〈value—object一 expr> ::= 〈expression〉 
I <attr_name> 
I MEMBER OF * <classname> 
I MEMBER OF〈class—query〉 
I <object_query >IS<object_query> 
I <object_query ><value_object_query> 
I <object_id ><value_object_expr> 
<value_class_expr> ::= <expression> 




I IS<class 一que ry〉 
I IS SUBCLS OF<class_e> 
I IS SUPERCLS OF<classname> 
I IS SUBCLS OF<class_query> 
I IS SUPERCLS OF<class_query> 
<class_object_expr> ::= CLASS 
I <object_query ><class_object_expr> 
<class 一class—expr> ::= SUBCLSclogic 一expr> 
I SUPERCLS <logic_expr> 
I <class_query><class_class_expr> 
I <classname><class_class—expr> 
<object_object_expr> ::= 〈logic—expr> 
I <obj ect_query><obj ect—obj ect_expr> 
<object_class_expr> ::= INSTANCE 
I INSTANCE<logic—expr> 
I INSTANCE * 
1 INSTANCE *〈logic—expr> 
I <class_query>< object _class_expr> 
I <classname>< object _class_expr> 





<arith_expr> ::= <arith—value〉 
I <value_obj ect_expr> 




〈logic 一expr> ：：= <logic_value> 
I <expression><comparator><expression> 
I cunary 一 logic 一 o p e r x l o g i c — e x p r > 
I 〈logic 一 exprxbinjogic—operx logic_expr> 
I TYPEccomparatorxattr一type〉 
<unary_logic_oper> ::= NOT 
<bin_logic_oper> ::= && 
I II 














<name> ::= <attr_name> 
I <classname> 
I <varname> 
<attr_name> ::= STRING_VAL 
I STRING—VAL.<attr_name> 
<classname> ::= STRING_VAL 
<varname> ::= STRING—VAL 
<value> ::= <arith_value> 
I 〈logic 一value〉 






〈logic—value〉 ：:= TRUE 
I FALSE 









<object_id> ::= STRING_VAL 
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Appendix 2. The Class Rulelnference 
Class Ruleliiference(RI) 
Return 
Public Methods in RI Functions value 
Init(void) Initialize all list pointers to NULL. void 
SetSchema(root_attr_struc Set the schema of the rules. void 
t_class* rootclass) 
ReadRuleFile(char* Read in the text rule file from the file—path. int 
file_name, char* file_path Parse the rules and then set up the dynamic 
=NULL) RuleList. 
Return 1 if parse ok, 0 if otherwise. 
BuildStructs(void) Build the corresponding data structures for void 
RuleList, i.e. the ActList and VarList 
BackChain(char* hyp, int Backward chaining on the hypothesis hyp int 
rootcall) input. Return 1 if have solution, 0 if no 
solution. 
GetVarList(void) Return the VarList pointer. VarList* 
GetRuleList(void) Return the RuleList pointer. RuleList* 
GetParser(void) Return the pointer to the parser. Parser* 
ForwardChain(void) Forward chaining on the FactList built. int 
Return 1 if have solution, 0 if no solution. 
InitFactlist(void) Initialize the FactList. void 
PutFact(char * fact) Add a fact to the FactList. M 
SetFact(char * fact, char Set the value of a fact in the FactList. int 
*value) 
Return 
Private Methods in RI Functions value 
op_compare(tree sub_h,~ Test two subtree (hyp and rule) with their int 
tree sub_r) operators and value to see if that rule clause 
is usable with that hyp 
eval_if(tree expr, int Test if all varname in expr is init. tnode* 
inf_mech = BACKWARD) If not then (1) if inf_mech 二 BACKWARD 
then -.call backchain or ask user (2) 
else ask user 
infer_then(tree expr, int Called when a rule is being infered: ie now int 
inf_mech = BACKWARD) need to put its then part as true. 
Set value of vamame as specified in rule's 
then part. 
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Appendix 3, The RiNode 
Each object in the message net is a NodeCls instance and is displayed as an 
icon in the graphical environment of the Application Constructor. Each NodeCls 
consists of one or more MethodCls which is the implementation of the methods of the 
object. 
There are InPort, OutPort classes in each MethodCls (declared in “objnode.h”). 
These ports inherit from class Port and are the input and output parameters of the 
method. Objects are connected by their InPorts and OutPorts. An InPort can only 
connect to one OutPort and it will keep the information of the OutPort it connects. An 
OutPort can be connected to many InPorts. Therefore, it will keep a list of InPorts to 
which it is connected [lu 1993]. 
RiNode Class 
Corresponding 
In[l] I i ^ Methods in RiNode 0ut[0] Methods in RI 
READY 0 InitO INT InitQ 
—char * 1 ReadRuleFileQ INT ReadRuleFileQ 
— r e a d y ~2 BuildStructQ Iot BuildStructQ 
char * (hypothesis) 3 BackChain() char* parse(hypothesis) 
BackChain(hypothesis) 
READY 4 InitFCO INT InitFactListO 
InitVarListQ 
char * (value)char * (fact) 5 AppendFactValue() INT PutFact(fact) 
SetFact(fact, value) 
READY 6 ForwardChainQ char * Forw^;dCtmi^ 
The class RiNode is a derived calss from NodeCls (declared in “quedass.h，，). 
RiNode has six methods registered in "queclass.cpp" [Table 3] and defined in 
"quemeth.cpp" [Table 1]. In "objnode.cpp", the function NodeCls::node_op(int 
run_status) will connect the function to the InPort (input port) of the RiNode (see 
"objnode.cpp"). 
int RuleInfO(InPort *in[],OutPort *out[]) 
//init the ri { 
RiNode *rinode; 
void * temp; 




//set out[] (copy from ReadyO (method.cpp)： 




temp = new int; 
*(int*)temp = 1； 




int RulelnfKInPort *in[] , OutPort *out []) 





rinode = (RiNode* ) in[0] ->get_parent_method() ->get_parent_node ()； 
strcpy(rulefile, (char*)in[0]->port—buffer->buffer—data)； 
read—ok = rinode->GetRi()->ReadRuleFile(rulefile)； 
//set out[] 
temp = new int; 
if (read 一 o k ) 
*(int*)temp = 1; 
else 
*(int*)temp = 0; 




int Rulelnf2(InPort *in[],OutPort *out[]) 
//BuildStruct for the ri { 
RiNode *rinode; 
void* temp; 
rinode = (RiNode*) in[0] ->get_parent_method() ->get_parent_node ()； 
rinode->GetRi()->BuildStructs(); 
//set out[] 
temp = new int; 
*(int*)temp = 1; 



















rinode = (RiNode* ) in[0] ->get_parent_method() ->get_^arent_node (); 
strcpy (querycmd, (char* ) in [0 ] ->port_buf fer->buf fer_data); 
result = rinode->GetRi()->BackChain(querycmd, 1); 
//result = either 0: no result or 1: rule matched 
//set out[] for backchaining: 
char* buf = new char[80]； 
if (result) { 
sprintf(buf, "BC:Solution printed to file."); 
out [0 ] ->port_buf f er = new Buf ferCls (0, CHAR—TYPE, buf); 
) 
else { 
sprintf(buf, "No Solution."); 





int Ruleinf4(InPort •in[],OutPort • o u t � 
//Init: call this before doing FC { 
RiNode *rinode; 
void* temp; 
rinode = (RiNode* ) in[0] ->get_parent一method(�->get_parent一node (); 
rinode->GetRi()->InitFactlist(); 
rinode->GetRi()->GetVarList()->InitVarList(); 
temp = new int; 
*(int*)temp = 1; 
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o u t [ 0 ] - > p o r t _ b u f f e r = new Buf f e r C l s (0, INT_TYPE, temp) ; 
r e t u r n (TRUE)； 
} 
〃 
i n t R u l e l n f S ( I n P o r t • i n [ ] , O u t P o r t * o u t [ ] ) 
/ / A d d t o F a c t L i s t 
/ / & Add V a l u e t o V a r L i s t { 
c h a r f a c t [ 8 0 ] ; 
c h a r va lue[80]； 
RiNode * r i n o d e ; 
i n t r e s u l t ; 
v o i d * temp； 
r i n o d e = (R iNode* ) i n [ 0 ] - > g e t _ p a r e n t _ i n e t h o d ( ) - > g e t _ p a r e n t _ n o d e ()； 
s t r c p y ( f a c t , ( c h a r * ) i n [ 0 ] - > p o r t _ b u f f e r - > b u f f e r _ d a t a ) ； 
s t r c p y ( v a l u e , ( c h a r * ) i n [ 1 ] - > p o r t _ b u f f e r - > b u f f e r _ d a t a ) ； 
r e s u l t = r i n o d e - > G e t R i { ) - > P u t F a c t ( f a c t ) ; 
i f ( r e s u l t ) 
r e s u l t = r i n o d e - > G e t R i ( ) - > S e t F a c t ( f a c t , v a l u e )； 
/ / r e s u l t = e i t h e r 0: n o t added o r 1 
/ / s e t o u t [ ] 
temp = new i n t ; 
i f ( r e s u l t ) 
* ( i n t * ) t e m p = 1; 
e l s e 
* ( i n t * ) t e m p = 0; 
o u t [ 0 ] - > p o r t _ b u f f e r = new Buf f e r C l s (0, INT_TYPE, temp)； 
r e tu rn (TRUE)； 
) 
/ / 
i n t R u l e i n f 6 ( I n P o r t * i n [ ] , O u t P o r t * o u t [ ] ) 
I I FC: F o r w a r d C h a i n i n g 
RiNode * r i n o d e ; 
i n t r e s u l t ; 
r i n o d e = (R iNode*) i n [ 0 ] - > g e t _ p a r e n t _ m e t h o d ( ) - > g e t _ p a r e n t _ n o d e ( ) ; 
r e s u l t = r i n o d e - > G e t R i ( ) - > F o r w a r d C h a i n ( ) ; 
/ / r e s u l t = e i t h e r 0 : no r e s u l t o r 1: r u l e matched 
/ / s e t o u t [ ] f o r b a c k c h a i n i n g : 
c h a r * b u f = new c h a r [ 8 0 ] ; 
i f ( r e s u l t ) { 
s p r i n t f ( b u f , ” F C : S o l u t i o n p r i n t e d t o f i l e . " ) ; 
o u t [ 0 ] - > p o r t _ b u f f e r = new Buf f e r C l s (0, CHAR—TYPE,buf); 
} 
e l s e { 
s p r i n t f ( b u f , "No S o l u t i o n . " ) ; 
o u t [ 0 ] - > p o r t — b u f f e r = new B u f f e r C l s ( 0 , C H A R _ T Y P E , b u f ) ; 
) 
r e t u r n ( T R U E ) ; 
Table 1 • Method functions of RiNode in quemeth.cpp 
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c l a s s R i N o d e ： p u b l i c N o d e C l s 
{ 
p r i v a t e： 
R u l e l n f e r e n c e *ri； 
c h a r s c h _ p a t h [ 8 0 ] ; 
c h a r s c h _ f i l e [ 8 0 ]； 
//m 
c h a r scheitia_path[80]; 
c h a r s c h e m a一 f i l e [ 8 0 ] 7 
p u b l i c : 
R i N o d e ( A p p W i n d o w • w i n , i n t i n—nod e一 i d , c h a r *in一node—name); 
- R i N o d e ( ) ; 
v o i d S e t S c h e m a ( A p p W i n d o w * w i n )； 
R u l e l n f e r e n c e * G e t R i ( v o i d ) { r e t u r n r i ; } 
c h a r * g e t _ s c h _ p a t h ( ) { r e t u r n s c h _ p a t h； } 
c h a r * g e t _ s c h _ f i l e ( ) { r e t u r n s c h一 f i l e ; } 
v o i d s e t _ s c h _ p a t h ( c h a r * i n _ s c h _ p a t h ) 
{ s t r c p y ( s c h _ p a t h , i n一 s c h _ p a t h )； } 
v o i d s e t一 s c h—f i l e ( c h a r * i n _ s c h _ f i l e ) 
{ s t r c p y ( s c h _ f i l e , i n _ s c h— f i l e )； } 
" m 
c h a r * g e t _ s c h e i n a _ p a t h () { r e t u r n s c h e m a _ p a t h ; ) 
c h a r * g e t一 s c h e m a—f i l e ( ) { r e t u r n s c h e m a一 f i l e ; ) 
v o i d s e t _ s c h e m a _ p a t h ( c h a r * i n _ s c h e m a _ p a t h ) 
{ s t r c p y { s c h e m a _ p a t h , i n _ s c h e m a _ p a t h ) ； } 
v o i d s e t _ s c h e m a _ f i l e ( c h a r * i n—sche m a一 f i l e ) 
( s t r c p y ( s c h e m a—f i l e , i n—s c h e m a—f i l e )； } }； 
Table 2 • class RiNode in queclass.h 
R i N o d e : : R i N o d e ( A p p W i n d o w * w i n , i n t in—node—id, c h a r * i n _ n o d e _ n a m e ) 
: N o d e C l s ( w i n - > g e t _ m a i n w i n ( ) , R I N O D E , in一node—id, in—node一name) 
{ 
n o d e— b i t m a p = N U L L； 
/ / m q p a r s e r = n e w P a r s e r ( O Q L A C , w i n , t h i s ) ; 
r i = new R u l e l n f e r e n c e (w i n , w in->ge t—ma inw in ( ) ) ; 
r i - > I n i t ( ) ; 
S e t S c h e m a ( w i n ) ; 
/ / m e t h o d O 
n i e t h o d _ r e g ( R u l e I n f O , “Init i a t e R u l e i n f . _•, 1 , 1 , 0 ) ; 
c u r r e n t — m e t h o d ( ) - > i n p o r t [ 0] - > s e t _ p o r t一 t y p e (GEN一TYPE)； 
c u r r e n t _ m e t h o d ( ) - > o u t p o r t [ 0 ] - > s e t _ p o r t _ t y p e ( I N T _ T Y P E ) ; 
/ / m e t h o d l 
m e t h o d _ r e g ( R u l e i n f 1 , " R e a d R u l e F i l e . " , 1 ' 1 ' 0 ) ; 
c u r r e n t一 m e t h o d n - > i n p o r t [0] - > s e t _ p o r t _ t y p e ( C H A R一 T Y P E ) ; 
c u r r e n t一 m e t h o d () - > o u t p o r t [ 0 ] - > s e t _ p o r t _ t y p e ( I N T _ T Y P E ) ; 
/ / m e t h o d 2 
m e t h o d _ r e g ( R u l e i n f 2 , " B u i l d S t r u c t . " , 1 , 1 , 0 ) ; 
c u r r e n t一 m e t h o d ( ) - > i n p o r t [0] - > s e t _ p o r t _ t y p e (GEN一TYPE); 
c u r r e n t— m e t h o d () - > o u t p o r t [ 0 ] - > s e t _ p o r t _ t Y p e ( I N T _ T Y P E ) ; 
/ / m e t h o d s 
m e t h o d _ r e g ( R u l e I n f 3 , " B C : H y p o t h e s i s i n p u t . " , 1 , 4 , 0 ) ; 
c u r r e n t - m e t h o d () - > i n p o r t [0] - > s e t _ p o r t _ t y p e ( C H A R—TYP E ) ; 
c u r r e n t — m e t h o d ( ) - > o u t p o r t [0] - > s e t _ p o r t一 t y p e (CHAR一TYPE) ； I I q u e r y 
r e s u l t message 
c u r r e n t 一method <) - > o u t p o r t [ 1 ] - > s e t _ p o r t — t y p e (INT_TYPE)； 
c u r r e n t— m e t h o d ( ) - > o u t p o r t [ 2 ] - > s e t _ p o r t _ t y p e ( C H A R _ T Y P E ) ; 
c u r r e n t一m e t h o d ( ) - > o u t p o r t [3 ] - > s e t 』 o r t一 t y p e (FLOAT—TYPE); 
/ / m e t h o d 4 
m e t h o d _ r e g ( R u l e i n f 4 , " F C : Init.“’1,1'0>; 
c u r r e n t— m e t h o d ( ) - > i n p o r t [ 0 ] - > s e t _ p o r t— t y p e ( G E N _ T Y P E ) ; 
c u r r e n t一 m e t h o d () - > o u t p o r t [ 0 ] - > s e t _ p o r t _ t y p e ( I N T _ T Y P E ) ; 
/ / m e t h o d s 
m e t h o d _ r e g ( R u l e i n f 5 , " F C : A d d f a c t v a l u e • ", 2、，1, 0 ) ; 
c u r r e n t— m e t h o d ( ) - > i n p o r t [ 0 ] - > s e t _ p o r t _ t y p e ( C H A R— T Y P E ) ; 
c u r r e n t — m e t h o d ( ) - > i n p o r t [ l ] - > s e t _ p o r t一 t y p e (CHAR—TYPE); 
c u r r e n t一 m e t h o d () - > o u t p o r t [ 0 ] - > s e t _ p o r t一 t y p e ( I N T _ T Y P E ) ; 
/ / m e t h o d 6 
m e t h o d— r e g ( R u l e i n f 6 , " F C : F o r w a r d C h a i n i n g . 1 , 4 , 0> ; 
c u r r e n t— m e t h o d ( ) - > i n p o r t [0] - > s e t _ p o r t _ t y p e ( I N T _ T Y P E ) ; 
c u r r e n t _ m e t h o d ( ) ->outport [0] - > s e t _ p o r t _ t y p e {CHAR_TYPE) ； I I q u e r y 
r e s u l t m e s s a g e 
c u r r e n t - m e t h o d ( ) - > o u t p o r t [ l ] - > s e t _ p o r t _ t y p e ( INT_TYPE); 
c u r r e n t一m e t h o d ( ) - > o u t p o r t [ 2 ] - > s e t _ p o r t _ t y p e (CHAR_TYPE); 
c u r r e n t _ m e t h o d ( ) _ > o u t p o r t [3 ] - > s e t j o r t — t y p e ( F L O A T一 T Y P E ) ; 
Table 3 • The constructor of RiNode in queclassxpp 
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Appendix 4. Financial Statement Analysis' 
The objective of this appendix is to show how to rearrange information from 
financial statements into financial ratios that provide information about five areas of 
financial performance: 
1. Short-term solvency - the ability of the firm to meet its short-run obligations 
2. Activity - the ability of the firm to control its investment in assets 
3. Financial leverage - the extent to which a firm relies on debt financing 
4. Profitability - the extent to which a firm is profitable 
5. Value - the value of the firm 
Financial statements cannot provide the answers to the preceding five measures 
of performance. However, management must constantly evaluate how well the firm is 
doing, and financial statements provide useful information. The financial statements of 
the U.S. Composite Corporation, which appear in Tables A5-1, A5-2, A5-3, A5-4, 
provide the information for the examples that follow. (Monetary values are given in $ 
millions.) 
U.S. COMPOSITE CORPORATION 
Balance Sheet 
19X2 and 19X1 
(in $ millions) 
“ Liabilities (debt) 
Assets 19X2 19X1 and Stockholder's Equity 19X2 19X1 
Current assets: Current liabilities: 
Cash and equivalents $ 140 $ 107 Accounts payable $213 $ 197 
Accounts receivable 294 270 Notes payable 50 53 
Inventories 269 280 Accrued expenses 
223 205 
Other Total current liabilities 486 455 
丝 50 
Total current assets 761 707 Long-term liabilities: 
Fixed assets: Deferred taxes 117 104 
Property, plant, and equipment 1,423 1,274 Long-term debt 
471 458 
Less accumulated depreciation (550) (460) Total long-term liabilities 588 562 
Net property, plant, and equipment 873 814 Stockholders' equity: 
Intangible assets and others Preferred stock 39 39 
245 221 
Total fixed assets U 1 8 1,035 Common stock ($1 par value) 55 32 
Capital surplus 347 327 
Accumulated retained earnings 390 347 
Less treasury stock (26) (20) 
Total equity 
805 725 
Total assets 1 S7Q 1.742 Total liabilities & stockholders，equity M 2 2 L242 
Table A4-1 
1 Materials presented in this appendix are quoted from [BROCK et al 1985], [ROSS 1990] and 
[ARNOLD et al 1985] 
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U.S. COMPOSITE CORPORATION 
Income Statement 
19X2 
(in $ millions) 
Total operating revenues $2,262 
Cost of goods sold (1,655) 
Selling, general, and administrative (327) 
expenses 
Depreciation (90) 
Operating income 190 
Other income 29 
Earnings before interest and taxes 219 
Interest expense (49) 




Net income $86 
Retained earnings: $43 
Dividends: $43 
Table A4-2 
UeS. COMPOSITE CORPORATION 
Statement of Change in Net Working Capital 
19X2 
(in $ million) 
Sources of net working capital: 
After-tax cash flow Net income $ 86 
Depreciation _ ^ 
Cash flow after interest and taxes 176 
Decreases in fixed assets Sales of fixed assets 25 
Increases in long-term debt and equity Deferred taxes 13 
Long-term debt financing 86 
Long-term equity financing _ 4 3 
Total 腿 
Users of net working capital: 
Increases in fixed assets Acquisition of fixed assets $198 
Decreases in long-term debt and equity Retirement of long-term debt 73 
Repurchase of equity 6 
Dividends _ 43 
Total _ 
Additions to net working capital $ 23 
Table A4-3 
U.S. COMPOSITE CORPORATION 
Financial Cash Flow 
19X2 
(in $ million) 
Cashflow from the firm 
Operating cash flow $238 
(Earnings before interest and taxes plus 
depreciation minus taxes) 
Capital spending (173) 
(Acquisitions of fixed assets minus sales of 
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fixed assets) 
Additions to net working capital (23) 
Total $42 
Cashflow to investors in the firm 
Debt. $ 36 
(Interest plus retirement of debt minus long-
term debt financing) 
Equity 6 
(Dividends plus repurchase of equity minus 




The profitability of a corporation is, of course, measured by net income. 
However, a dollar figure for net income is not a sufficiently revealing yardstick. The 
analyst needs to consider the sales of the company, the nature of its operations, the 
assets used in earning the income, the stockholders' equity, and many other factors in 
determining whether the net income is adequate. A number of ratios have been 
developed for testing the adequacy of a company's profit and in measuring the 
efficiency of its management. 
Return on Assets (ROA) 
One common measure of managerial performance is the ratio of income to 
average total assets, both before tax and after tax. The ratios for the U.S. Composite 
Corporation for 19X2 are 
Net income 86 
Net return on assets = 二 二 0.0475 (4.75%) 
Average total assets 1,810.5 
Earnings before interest and tax 219 
Gross return = 0.121(12.1%) 
on assets Average total assets 1,810.5 
One of the most interesting aspects of return on assets (ROA) is how some 
financial ratios can be linked together to compute ROA. One implication of this is 
usually referred to as the DuPont system of financial control This system highlights 
the fact that ROA can be expressed in terms of the profit margin and asset turnover. 
The basic components of the system are as follows: 
ROA = Profit margin * Asset turnover 
Net income Total operating revenue 
ROA (net) *""： """"" 
Total operating revenue Average total assets 
0.0475 = 0.038 * 1.25 
Earnings before interest and taxes Total operating revenue 
ROA (gross) ： 一 ： 一 一 
Total operating revenue Average total assets 
Ill 
0.121 = 0.097 * 1.25 
Firms can increase ROA by increasing profit margins or asset turnover. Of 
course, competition limits their ability to do so simultaneously. Thus, firms tend to face 
a trade-off between turnover and margin. In retail trade, for example, mail-order 
outfits such as 47th St. Photo have low margins and high turnover whereas high 
quality jewelry stores such as Tiffany have high margins and low turnover. 
It is often useful to describe financial strategies in terms of margins and 
turnover. Suppose a firm selling pneumatic equipment is thinking about providing 
customers with more liberal credit terms. This will probably decrease asset turnover 
(because receivables would increase more than sales). Thus the margins will have to go 
up to keep ROA from falling. 
Return on Equity (ROE) 
ROE is defined as net income (after interest and taxes) divided by average 
common stockholders' equity, which for the U.S. Composite Corporation is 
Net income 86 
ROE = 0.11(11%) 
Average stockholders' equity 765 
805 + 725 
Average stockholders‘ equity = 二 765 
2 
The most important difference between ROA and ROE is due to financial 
leverage. To see this, consider the following breakdown of ROE: 
ROE = Profit margin * Asset turnover * Equity multiplier 
Total operating Average 
Net income revenue total assets * * 
Total operating Average total Average stockholders‘ 
revenue assets equity 
0.11 = 0.038 * 1.25 * 2.36 
From the preceding number, it would appear that financial leverage always 
magnifies ROE. Actually, this occurs only when ROA is greater than the interest rate 
on debt. 
Net Profit Margin 
Profit margins are computed by dividing profits by total operating revenue. 
Thus they express profits as a percentage of total operating revenue. The most 
important margin is the net profit margin. The net profit margin for the U.S. 
Composite Corporation is 
Net income 86 
Net profit margin 二 0.038 (3.8%) 
Total operating revenue 2,2 62 
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In general, profit margins reflect the firm's ability to produce a project or 
service at a low cost or a high price. Profit margins are not direct measures of 
profitability because the are based on total operating revenue, not on the investment 
made in assets by the firm or the equity investors. Trade firms tend to have low 
margins and service firms tend to have high margins. 
A4.2. Market Value Ratios 
We can learn many things from a close examination of balance sheets and 
income statements. However, one very important characteristic of a firm that cannot be 
found on an accounting statement is its market value. 
Market price. The market price of a share of common stock is the price that 
buyers and sellers establish when they trade the stock. The market value of the 
common equity of a firm is the market price of a share of common stock multiplied by 
the number of shares outstanding. 
Sometimes the words "fair market value" are used to describe market prices. 
Fair market value is the amount at which common stock would change hands between 
a willing buyer and a willing seller, both having knowledge of the relevant facts. Thus, 
market prices give guesses about the true worth of the assets of a firm. In an efficient 
stock market, market prices reflect all relevant facts about firms, and thus market 
prices reveal the true value of the firm's underlying assets. 
The market value of IBM is many times greater than that of Apple Computer. 
This may suggest nothing more than the fact that IBM is a bigger firm that Apple 
(hardly a surprising revelation). Financial analysts construct ratios to extract 
information that is independent of a firm's size. 
Earnings per Share 
Earnings per share is an especially important computation to the stockholders 
because it measures the amount of profit accruing to each share of stock owned. The 
primary earnings per share can easily be computed by dividing the earnings available to 
the owners of the common stock by the weighted average number of shares 
outstanding during the year. 
The earnings per share for the year is of importance to stockholders, especially 
when compared with their investment in each share of stock and the current market 
value of each share. A comparison with other companies in the industry is relatively 
meaningless because of the differences in par value, market value and other factors. A 
comparison with earnings per share for the same company in prior years can be 
meaningful because it may show a trend, but changes in the number of shares 
outstanding and other elements that might lead to distortions in the ratio must be 
considered. 
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Price to Earnings (P/E) Ratio 
One way to calculate the P/E ratio is to divide the current market price by the 
earnings per share of common stock for the latest year. The P/E ratio of several firms 
is as follows: 
January 1988 
P^ 
Commonwealth Edison 9 
Hewlett-Packard 16 
IBM 14 
As can be seen, some firms have high P/E ratios (Hewlett-Packard, for 
example) and some firms have low ones (Commonwealth Edison). 
Dividend Yield 
The dividend yield is calculated by annualizing the last observed dividend 
payment of a firm and dividing by the current market price: 
Dividend per share 
Dividend yield 
Market price per share 
The dividend yield for several firms are: 
January 1988 
Dividend Yield 
Commonwealth Edison 9.1% 
Hewlett-Packard 0.6% 
IBM 3.6% 
Dividend yields are related to the market's perception of future growth 
prospects for firms. Firms with high growth prospects will generally have lower 
dividend yields. 
A4,3, ShorUterm Solvency 
Ratios of short-term solvency measure the ability of the firm to meet recurring 
financial obligations (that is, to pay its bills). To the extent a firm has sufficient cash 
flow, it will be able to avoid defaulting on its financial obligations and, thus, avoid 
experiencing financial distress. Accounting liquidity measures short-term solvency and 
is often associated with net working capital, the difference between current assets and 
current liabilities. Recall that current liabilities are debts that are due within one year 
from the date of the balance sheet. The basic source from which to pay these debts is 
current assets. 
The most widely used measures of accounting liquidity are the current ratio and 
the quick ratio. 
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Current Ratio 
To find the current ratio, divide current assets by current liabilities. For the 
U.S. Composite Corporation, the figure for 19X2 is 
Total current assets 761 
Current ratio = = = 1 . 5 7 
Total current liabilities 486 
If a firm is having financial difficulty, it may not be able to pay its bills 
(accounts payable) on time or it may need to extend its bank credit (notes payable). 
As a consequence, current liabilities may rise faster than current assets and the current 
ratio may fall. This may be the first sign of financial trouble. Of course, a firm's 
current ratio should be calculated over several years for historical perspective, and it 
should be compared to the current ratios of other firms with similar operating 
activities. 
Quick Ratio 
The quick ratio is computed by subtracting inventories from current assets and 
dividing the difference (called quick assets) by current liabilities: 
Quick assets 492 
Quick ratio — — — 1.01 
Total current liabilities 486 
Quick assets are those current assets that are quickly convertible into cash. 
Inventories are the least liquid current assets. Many financial analysis believe it is 
important to determine a firm's ability to pay off current liabilities without relying on 
the same of inventories. 
A4.4. Activity 
Ratios of activity are constructed to measure how effectively the firm's assets 
are being managed. The level of a firm's investment in assets depends on many 
factors. For example, Kiddie City might have a large stock of toys at the peak of the 
Christmas season; yet that same inventory in January would be undesirable. How can 
the appropriate level of investment in assets be measured? One logical starting point is 
to compare assets with sales for the year to arrive at turnover. The idea is to find out 
how quickly assets are used to generate sales. 
Receivables turnover 
The ratio of receivables turnover is calculated by dividing sales by average 
receivables during the accounting period. If the number of days in the year (365) is 
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divided by the receivables turnover ratio, the average collection period can be 
determined. Net receivables are used for these calculations. The receivables turnover 
ratio and for the U.S. Composite Corporation are 
Receivables Total operating revenues 22 62 
turnover = = = 8.02 
Receivables(average) 282 
294 + 270 
Average receivables = = 2 82 
2 
The receivables turnover ratio provide some information on the success of the 
firm in managing its investment in accounts receivable. The actual value of these ratios 
reflects the firm's credit policy. If a firm has a liberal credit policy, the amount of its 
receivables will be higher than would otherwise be the case. One common rule of 
thumb that financial analysts use is that the average collection period of a firm should 
not exceed the time allowed for payment in the credit terms by more than 10 days. 
A4.5, Financial Leverage 
Financial leverage is related to the extent to which a firm relies on debt 
financing rather than equity. Measures of financial leverage are tools in determining 
the probability that the firm will default on its debt contracts. The more debt a firm 
has, the more likely it is that the firm will become unable to fulfill its contractual 
obligations. In other words, too much debt can lead to a higher probability of 
insolvency and financial distress. 
On the positive side, debt is an important form of financing, and provides a 
significant tax advantage because interest payments are tax deductible. If a firm uses 
debt, creditors and equity investors may have conflicts of interest. Creditors may want 
the firm to invest in less risky ventures than those the equity investors prefer. 
Debt-equity (D/E) Ratio 
The debt-equity (D/E) ratio is calculated by dividing total debt by total equity. 
The D/E ratios for the U.S. Composite Corporation for 19X2 is 
Total debt 1,074 
Debt-equity ratio = 二 1.33 
Total equity 805 
D/E ratios provide information about protection of creditors from insolvency 
and the ability of firms to obtain additional financing for potentially attractive 
investment opportunities. However, debt is carried on the balance sheet simply as the 
unpaid balance. Consequently, no adjustment is made for the current level of interest 
rates (which may be higher or lower than when the debt was originally issued) or risk. 
Thus, the accounting value of debt may differ substantially from its market value. 
Some forms of debt may not appear on the balance sheet at all, such as pension 
liabilities or lease obligations. 
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Interest Coverage 
The ratio of interest coverage is calculated by dividing earnings (before interest 
and taxes) by interest. This ratio emphasizes the ability of the firm to generate enough 
income to cover interest expense. The ratio for the U.S. Composite Corporation is 
Earnings before interest and taxes 219 
Interest coverage = 4.5 
Interest expense 49 
Interest expense is an obstacle that a firm must surmount if it is to avoid 
default. The ratio of interest coverage is directly connected to the ability of the firm to 
pay interest. However, it would probably make sense to add depreciation to income in 
computing this ratio and to include other financing expenses, such as payments of 
principal and lease payments. 
Gearing Ration 
Long-run solvency is concerned with the ability of a company to survive over 
many years. Declining liquidity and profitability ratios can provide an indication of 
long-run difficulties. In addition, survival may also be affected by the organization's 
long-term financial commitments. These commitments are often closely related to the 
manner in which the organization finances its operations. 
The gearing ratio is presented usually as a proportion or as a percentage, and 
may be calculated from the following expression, which relies on balance sheet data: 
Long-term fixed interest capital 
Gearing ratio 
Total long-term capital employed 
The total value of the organization is defined as the value of ownership interest 
plus the value of loan capital. (Note that for the purpose of the gearing definition 
preference shares are often treated as loan capital). An organization's gearing is higher, 
the greater is the proportion of loan capital in its capital structure. To calculate the 
gearing ratio, 'value' may be taken to refer to either market value or book value. In 
general, the former is the better measure of the current position of the organization, 
and is to be preferred. 
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Appendix 5. Data Structure of Rule and RuleList 
class Rule 
{ 
friend class RuleList; 







static int total_mle; 
public: 
Rule(char* ifstr=NULL, tree ifexpr=NULL, char *actionstr=NULL, tree 
actionexpr=NULL, int rule一number=NULL); 
int GetRule_no() { return rule—no; } 
tree GetActionTree() { return ActionTree; } 
tree GetlfTreeO { return IfTree; } 
void GetActionStr(char* str) { strcpy(str, ActionStr); } 
void GetIfStr(char* str) { strcpy(str, IfStr); } 
void show(ofstream& stream); 
}； 
typedef Rule* ruleptr; 
class RuleList: slist—iterator 
{ 
public: 
RuleList(void) : slist_iterator( *(new slist)) {}; 
int insert(ruleptr rptr) { return slist_iterator::insert((mleptr)rptr); } 
mleptr next(void) { return (mleptr)(slist—iterator::next()); } 
void start(void) { slist—iterator::startO; } 
mleptr MatchRule(int); 
void show(ofstream& stream); 
}； 
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Appendix 6. Data Structure of VarList and ActList 
II mletag : contain the rule no of each variable 






mletag(int a=0) {ruleno = a;} 
int GetmlenoO { return ruleno; } 
}； 
typedef mletag* ruletagptr; 
// RuleNoList: generic list for mletag 
class RuleNoList: public slistjterator 
{ 
public: 
RuleNoList(void) : slist_iterator( *(new slist)) {}; 
ruletagptr next(void) {return (mletagptr)(slistjterator::next());} 
int insert(int); 
void show(ofstream& stream); 
}； 
II ActCmpt: contain the variable name and its corresponding rule number 
II its generic list is VList 
class ActCmpt 
{ 
friend class ActList; // to access rulelist 
private: 
char *vamame; // variable name 
RuleNoList rulelist; II hold the generic list of mletag 
public: 
ActCmpt(void): mlelist() { vamame = NULL; } 
ActCmpt(char *); 
void StartRuleList(void) {rulelist. startQ;} 
int GetNextRuleNo(void) 
{ mletagptr next =mlelist.next(); 




typedef ActCmpt* ActCmptPtr; 
II ActList: generic list of class ActCmpt 
II this is what's the action list / conclusion list 
class ActList: slist一iterator 
{ 
public: 
ActList(void) : slist_iterator( *(new slist)) {}; 
ActCmptPtr next(void) {return (ActCmptPtr)(slist—iterator::next());} 
ActCmptPtr insert(char *); 
void AddActToList(char*, int); 
ActCmptPtr MatchAct(char*); //test if hyp var exists 
void show(ofstream& stream); 
}； 
// VarCmpt: contain the variable name and its corresponding rule number 
II its generic list is VList 
class VarCmpt 
{ 
friend class VarList; 
private: 
char *vamame; II variable name 







RuleNoList uselist; // hold the generic list of used-by-list 
RuleNoList updatelist; // hold the generic list of updated-by-list 
public: . 
VarCmpt(char *name, int type); //call with vamame known, which set init to 
NI 




void GetSval(char* s) {strcpy(s, value.sval);} 
float GetFvalO {return value.fval;} 
int GetlvalO {return value.ival;} 
int GetTypeO {return vartype;} 
int Testlnit(void) {return initiated;} 
void StartUselist(void) {uselist.startQ;} 
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void StartUpdatelist(void) {updatelist.start();} 
int GetNextUseNo(void) 
{ mletagptr next =uselist.next(); 
return (next==NULL? 0 : next->Getmleno()); 
} 
}； 
typedef VarCmpt* VarCmptPtr; 
II VarList: generic list of class VarCmpt 
class VarList: slist—iterator 
{ 
public: 
VarList(void) : slist_iterator( *(new slist)) {}; 
VarCmptPtr next(void) {return (VarCmptPtr)(slist—iterator::next());} 
VarCmptPtr insert(char int type = IVAL); 
void AddVarToList(char* varname, int mle_no, int which—tree); 
int SetVarIval(char*, int); 
int SetVarFval(char*, float); 
int SetVarSval(char*, char*); 
int GetVarIval(char*, int&); 
int GetVarFval(char*, float&); 








Appendix 7. Data Structure of Rulelnference 








int head, tail; 
Parser *rparser; 
//this AppWindow is the caller for this RI, ie from whereabout which window 
//for use in loading schema of the schema mgr of caller 
AppWindow* appwin; 
//this mainwin (GWindow) is appwin's mainwin 
//(ie the actual WINDOW opened for the application appwin) 
//for use in 1 .GMessagebox's error msg 2.in BackChain's ask user's input from 
VarBox's displayO 
GWindow *mainwin; 
of stream foutS; 
ofstream fout4; 
int op_compare(tree sub—h, tree sub—r); 
tnode* evaUf(tree expr, int inf_mech = BACKWARD); 
int infer_then(tree expr, int inf—mech = BACKWARD)； 
int get—fact(char* fact); 
public: 
RuleInference(AppWindow* awin, GWindow *mwin); 
~RuleInference(); 
void Init(void); 
void SetSchema(root一attr一struct—class* rootclass); 
int ReadRuleFile(char* file_name, char* file—path = NULL); 
void Builds tmcts(void); 
int BackChain(char* hyp, int rootcall); 
VarList *GetVarList(void) {return varlistptr;} 
RuleList *GetRuleList(void) {return mlelistptr;} 
Parser *GetParser(void) {return rparser;} 
int ForwardChain(void)； 
void InitFactlist(void); 
int PutFact(char * fact); 
int SetFact(char * fact, char *value); 
}； 
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